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upon toroidal reduction on Td, eleven-dimensional supergravity 
exhibits the global exceptional symmetry group Ed(d) 

D=11 supergravity
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maximal supersymmetry, global  E7(7)
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IIB supergravity
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maximal supersymmetry, global  E6(6)

D=5 supergravity

duality symmetries in supergravity

[Cremmer, Julia 1979]

after proper dualization/reorganisation of the fields
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after proper dualization/reorganisation of the fields

the compact subgroup  SU(8)     E7(7)  can be made visible already 
      in eleven dimensions

⇢
[de Wit, Nicolai 1986]

SO(1, 10) �! SO(1, 3)⇥ SO(7) �! SO(1, 3)⇥ SU(8)

the GL(d) subgroups can be explained geometrically

  to which extent are (remnants of) the full exceptional groups present in D=11 ?
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of D=5 maximal supergravity
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D=5 maximal supergravity  

gµ⌫ :    5 x 5 external metric 

MMN :    27 x 27 internal metric (scalars), parametrizing the coset  E6(6)/USp(8) 

:    27 vector fields 27 two-form fields 

after reduction of D=11 supergravity on T6  and proper dualization of the dof’s,  
the D=5 bosonic Lagrangian takes the E6(6) invariant form 

=3

L = R +
1
24

�µMMN�µMMN � 1
4
MMN Fµ�

MFµ� N + e�1 Ltop
<latexit sha1_base64="C1umFglcB4p4dGbZeJvmpAwvbq4=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZe6GCyCoJakirosuHHhooJ9QFPDZDqpQycPZiZCCXHhr7gRcaPgP/gL/o3TNpu2Hhg4nHOGe8/1Ys6ksqxfo7CwuLS8Ulwtra1vbG6Z2ztNGSWC0AaJeCTaHpaUs5A2FFOctmNBceBx2vIG1yO/9USFZFF4r4Yx7Qa4HzKfEay05Jr7x8/0IT21M+ckdQjm6DZzU0cESEVx5pplq2KNgeaJnZMy5Ki75o/Ti0gS0FARjqXs2FasuikWihFOs5KTSBpjMsB9mo53z9ChlnrIj4R+oUJjdSqHAymHgaeTAVaPctYbif95nUT5V92UhXGiaEgmg/yE62JodAjUY4ISxYeaYCKY3hCRRywwUfpcJV3dni06T5rVin1Wqd6dl2sX+RGKsAcHcAQ2XEINbqAODSDwAm/wCV9GZrwa78bHJFow8j+7MAXj+w8sOpOl</latexit>

[Cremmer, 1980]

Ltop = dKMN FM ^ FN ^AKwith

Bµ⌫ M
<latexit sha1_base64="oevCVf1qHpD3cMFDcff+VP1nvho=">AAAB6nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFcSEmqYJdFN26ECvYBTSiT6aQdOpnEeQgl9CfciLhR8GP8Bf/GaZtNWw8MHM45w73nhilnSrvur7O2vrG5tV3YKe7u7R8clo6OWyoxktAmSXgiOyFWlDNBm5ppTjuppDgOOW2Ho7up336hUrFEPOlxSoMYDwSLGMHaSsFtL/Nj4wvjXz5MeqWyW3FnQKvEy0kZcjR6pR+/nxATU6EJx0p1PTfVQYalZoTTSdE3iqaYjPCAZrNVJ+jcSn0UJdI+odFMXcjhWKlxHNpkjPVQLXtT8T+va3RUCzImUqOpIPNBkeFIJ2jaG/WZpETzsSWYSGY3RGSIJSbaXqdoq3vLRVdJq1rxrirVx+tyvZYfoQCncAYX4MEN1OEeGtAEAs/wBp/w5XDn1Xl3PubRNSf/cwILcL7/AEROjYw=</latexit>

Aµ
M

<latexit sha1_base64="E9Zn/caLtpWAcyqN9JRacp4YSRI=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0omGPEixchgnlAsobZyWwyZPbhTK8Qlv0JLyJeFPwYf8G/cZLsJYkFA0VVDd3VXiyFRtv+tdbWNza3tgs7xd29/YPD0tFxS0eJYrzJIhmpjkc1lyLkTRQoeSdWnAae5G1vfDv12y9caRGFjziJuRvQYSh8wSgayb3pp70gydLsKb3P+qWyXbFnIKvEyUkZcjT6pZ/eIGJJwENkkmrddewY3ZQqFEzyrNhLNI8pG9MhT2erZuTcSAPiR8q8EMlMXcjRQOtJ4JlkQHGkl72p+J/XTdCvuakI4wR5yOaD/EQSjMi0NxkIxRnKiSGUKWE2JGxEFWVorlM01Z3loqukVa04l5Xqw1W5XsuPUIBTOIMLcOAa6nAHDWgCg2d4g0/4sqT1ar1bH/PompX/OYEFWN9/C/iOEg==</latexit>
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exceptional field theory:

Ltop = dKMN FM ^ FN ^AKwith

— same Kaluza-Klein reorganisation of the higher-dimensional fields  
— keeping the dependence on all internal coordinates

Bµ⌫ M
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E6(6) exceptional field theory
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Eleven-dimensional supergravity reveals large exceptional symmetries upon reduction, in accordance

with the U-duality groups of M theory, but their higher-dimensional geometric origin has remained a

mystery. In this Letter, we show that D ! 11 supergravity can be extended to be fully covariant under the

exceptional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. Motivated by a similar formulation of double field theory we

introduce an extended ‘‘exceptional spacetime.’’ We illustrate the construction by giving the explicit E6"6#
covariant form: the full D ! 11 supergravity, in a 5$ 6 splitting of coordinates but without truncation,

embeds into an E6"6# covariant 5$ 27 dimensional theory. We argue that this covariant form likewise

comprises type IIB supergravity.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.111.231601 PACS numbers: 11.25.Yb, 04.65.+e, 04.50.%h, 11.15.%q

Little is known about the fundamental formulation of M
theory, whose low-energy limit is given by 11-dimensional
supergravity [1]. One illuminating feature is the existence
of duality symmetries, which relate M theory to the
10-dimensional superstring theories. These symmetries
should be as fundamental for the formulation ofM theory as
diffeomorphism invariance is for Einstein’s theory of general
relativity. Intriguingly, the so-called U-duality symmetries
comprise the exceptional Lie groups En"n#"Z# [2]. In the
low-energy limit, it has been known for a long time that
upon torus compactification D ! 11 supergravity gives rise
to the continuous versionsEn"n#"R# [3]. Since the early 1980s
this has led to the question: what is it about D ! 11 super-
gravity that knows about exceptional symmetries? It is the
purpose of this Letter to give fullyEn"n#-covariant versions of
D ! 11 supergravity by employing and generalizing tech-
niques from ‘‘double field theory’’ (DFT), an approach that
doubles coordinates to make the O"d; d# T-duality group
manifest [4–8]. These formulations show the emergence of
exceptional symmetries in terms of the higher-dimensional
geometry and symmetriesprior to any reduction or truncation.

Attempts to understand these ‘‘hidden’’ symmetries in
terms of the higher-dimensional theory have in fact a long
history, at least going back to the work of de Wit and
Nicolai [9], who performed a Kaluza–Klein-like decom-
position of D ! 11 supergravity to exhibit already in
eleven dimensions the composite local symmetries of the
lower-dimensional coset models. These formulations did
not make the exceptional symmetries manifest, and further
work in Ref. [10] suggested that additional coordinates
need to be introduced in order to realize the exceptional
groups. The idea of such an ‘‘exceptional spacetime’’ has
been implemented for a particular truncation of D ! 11
supergravity in Ref. [11]. (For more ambitious proposals
see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
DFT, a number of papers have succeeded in generalizing

this approach to various U-duality groups; see, e.g.,
Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
particular truncations of D ! 11 supergravity, setting to
zero the off-diagonal components of the metric and of the
3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
coordinates, and freezing the external metric to be flat
Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
the question about the significance of exceptional symme-
tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
Kaluza–Klein-type decomposition of fields [19]. In the fol-
lowing, we apply this strategy to D ! 11 supergravity and
embed it into a form that is fully covariant under the excep-
tional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. We argue that this covariant
form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
the six coordinates into the fundamental 27-dimensional
representation of E6"6#, we cast the bosonic sector of
11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
the E6"6#-covariant form

S !
Z

d5xd27YeL;

L & R̂$ 1

24
g!"D!MMND"MMN

% 1

4
MMNF !"MF N

!" $ e%1Ltop % V"M; e#: (1)
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position of D ! 11 supergravity to exhibit already in
eleven dimensions the composite local symmetries of the
lower-dimensional coset models. These formulations did
not make the exceptional symmetries manifest, and further
work in Ref. [10] suggested that additional coordinates
need to be introduced in order to realize the exceptional
groups. The idea of such an ‘‘exceptional spacetime’’ has
been implemented for a particular truncation of D ! 11
supergravity in Ref. [11]. (For more ambitious proposals
see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
DFT, a number of papers have succeeded in generalizing

this approach to various U-duality groups; see, e.g.,
Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
particular truncations of D ! 11 supergravity, setting to
zero the off-diagonal components of the metric and of the
3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
coordinates, and freezing the external metric to be flat
Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
the question about the significance of exceptional symme-
tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
Kaluza–Klein-type decomposition of fields [19]. In the fol-
lowing, we apply this strategy to D ! 11 supergravity and
embed it into a form that is fully covariant under the excep-
tional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. We argue that this covariant
form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
the six coordinates into the fundamental 27-dimensional
representation of E6"6#, we cast the bosonic sector of
11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
the E6"6#-covariant form
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should be as fundamental for the formulation ofM theory as
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to the continuous versionsEn"n#"R# [3]. Since the early 1980s
this has led to the question: what is it about D ! 11 super-
gravity that knows about exceptional symmetries? It is the
purpose of this Letter to give fullyEn"n#-covariant versions of
D ! 11 supergravity by employing and generalizing tech-
niques from ‘‘double field theory’’ (DFT), an approach that
doubles coordinates to make the O"d; d# T-duality group
manifest [4–8]. These formulations show the emergence of
exceptional symmetries in terms of the higher-dimensional
geometry and symmetriesprior to any reduction or truncation.

Attempts to understand these ‘‘hidden’’ symmetries in
terms of the higher-dimensional theory have in fact a long
history, at least going back to the work of de Wit and
Nicolai [9], who performed a Kaluza–Klein-like decom-
position of D ! 11 supergravity to exhibit already in
eleven dimensions the composite local symmetries of the
lower-dimensional coset models. These formulations did
not make the exceptional symmetries manifest, and further
work in Ref. [10] suggested that additional coordinates
need to be introduced in order to realize the exceptional
groups. The idea of such an ‘‘exceptional spacetime’’ has
been implemented for a particular truncation of D ! 11
supergravity in Ref. [11]. (For more ambitious proposals
see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
DFT, a number of papers have succeeded in generalizing

this approach to various U-duality groups; see, e.g.,
Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
particular truncations of D ! 11 supergravity, setting to
zero the off-diagonal components of the metric and of the
3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
coordinates, and freezing the external metric to be flat
Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
the question about the significance of exceptional symme-
tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
Kaluza–Klein-type decomposition of fields [19]. In the fol-
lowing, we apply this strategy to D ! 11 supergravity and
embed it into a form that is fully covariant under the excep-
tional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. We argue that this covariant
form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
the six coordinates into the fundamental 27-dimensional
representation of E6"6#, we cast the bosonic sector of
11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
the E6"6#-covariant form
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Eleven-dimensional supergravity reveals large exceptional symmetries upon reduction, in accordance

with the U-duality groups of M theory, but their higher-dimensional geometric origin has remained a

mystery. In this Letter, we show that D ! 11 supergravity can be extended to be fully covariant under the

exceptional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. Motivated by a similar formulation of double field theory we

introduce an extended ‘‘exceptional spacetime.’’ We illustrate the construction by giving the explicit E6"6#
covariant form: the full D ! 11 supergravity, in a 5$ 6 splitting of coordinates but without truncation,

embeds into an E6"6# covariant 5$ 27 dimensional theory. We argue that this covariant form likewise

comprises type IIB supergravity.
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Little is known about the fundamental formulation of M
theory, whose low-energy limit is given by 11-dimensional
supergravity [1]. One illuminating feature is the existence
of duality symmetries, which relate M theory to the
10-dimensional superstring theories. These symmetries
should be as fundamental for the formulation ofM theory as
diffeomorphism invariance is for Einstein’s theory of general
relativity. Intriguingly, the so-called U-duality symmetries
comprise the exceptional Lie groups En"n#"Z# [2]. In the
low-energy limit, it has been known for a long time that
upon torus compactification D ! 11 supergravity gives rise
to the continuous versionsEn"n#"R# [3]. Since the early 1980s
this has led to the question: what is it about D ! 11 super-
gravity that knows about exceptional symmetries? It is the
purpose of this Letter to give fullyEn"n#-covariant versions of
D ! 11 supergravity by employing and generalizing tech-
niques from ‘‘double field theory’’ (DFT), an approach that
doubles coordinates to make the O"d; d# T-duality group
manifest [4–8]. These formulations show the emergence of
exceptional symmetries in terms of the higher-dimensional
geometry and symmetriesprior to any reduction or truncation.

Attempts to understand these ‘‘hidden’’ symmetries in
terms of the higher-dimensional theory have in fact a long
history, at least going back to the work of de Wit and
Nicolai [9], who performed a Kaluza–Klein-like decom-
position of D ! 11 supergravity to exhibit already in
eleven dimensions the composite local symmetries of the
lower-dimensional coset models. These formulations did
not make the exceptional symmetries manifest, and further
work in Ref. [10] suggested that additional coordinates
need to be introduced in order to realize the exceptional
groups. The idea of such an ‘‘exceptional spacetime’’ has
been implemented for a particular truncation of D ! 11
supergravity in Ref. [11]. (For more ambitious proposals
see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
DFT, a number of papers have succeeded in generalizing

this approach to various U-duality groups; see, e.g.,
Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
particular truncations of D ! 11 supergravity, setting to
zero the off-diagonal components of the metric and of the
3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
coordinates, and freezing the external metric to be flat
Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
the question about the significance of exceptional symme-
tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
Kaluza–Klein-type decomposition of fields [19]. In the fol-
lowing, we apply this strategy to D ! 11 supergravity and
embed it into a form that is fully covariant under the excep-
tional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. We argue that this covariant
form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
the six coordinates into the fundamental 27-dimensional
representation of E6"6#, we cast the bosonic sector of
11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
the E6"6#-covariant form
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Eleven-dimensional supergravity reveals large exceptional symmetries upon reduction, in accordance

with the U-duality groups of M theory, but their higher-dimensional geometric origin has remained a

mystery. In this Letter, we show that D ! 11 supergravity can be extended to be fully covariant under the

exceptional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. Motivated by a similar formulation of double field theory we

introduce an extended ‘‘exceptional spacetime.’’ We illustrate the construction by giving the explicit E6"6#
covariant form: the full D ! 11 supergravity, in a 5$ 6 splitting of coordinates but without truncation,

embeds into an E6"6# covariant 5$ 27 dimensional theory. We argue that this covariant form likewise

comprises type IIB supergravity.
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Little is known about the fundamental formulation of M
theory, whose low-energy limit is given by 11-dimensional
supergravity [1]. One illuminating feature is the existence
of duality symmetries, which relate M theory to the
10-dimensional superstring theories. These symmetries
should be as fundamental for the formulation ofM theory as
diffeomorphism invariance is for Einstein’s theory of general
relativity. Intriguingly, the so-called U-duality symmetries
comprise the exceptional Lie groups En"n#"Z# [2]. In the
low-energy limit, it has been known for a long time that
upon torus compactification D ! 11 supergravity gives rise
to the continuous versionsEn"n#"R# [3]. Since the early 1980s
this has led to the question: what is it about D ! 11 super-
gravity that knows about exceptional symmetries? It is the
purpose of this Letter to give fullyEn"n#-covariant versions of
D ! 11 supergravity by employing and generalizing tech-
niques from ‘‘double field theory’’ (DFT), an approach that
doubles coordinates to make the O"d; d# T-duality group
manifest [4–8]. These formulations show the emergence of
exceptional symmetries in terms of the higher-dimensional
geometry and symmetriesprior to any reduction or truncation.

Attempts to understand these ‘‘hidden’’ symmetries in
terms of the higher-dimensional theory have in fact a long
history, at least going back to the work of de Wit and
Nicolai [9], who performed a Kaluza–Klein-like decom-
position of D ! 11 supergravity to exhibit already in
eleven dimensions the composite local symmetries of the
lower-dimensional coset models. These formulations did
not make the exceptional symmetries manifest, and further
work in Ref. [10] suggested that additional coordinates
need to be introduced in order to realize the exceptional
groups. The idea of such an ‘‘exceptional spacetime’’ has
been implemented for a particular truncation of D ! 11
supergravity in Ref. [11]. (For more ambitious proposals
see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
DFT, a number of papers have succeeded in generalizing

this approach to various U-duality groups; see, e.g.,
Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
particular truncations of D ! 11 supergravity, setting to
zero the off-diagonal components of the metric and of the
3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
coordinates, and freezing the external metric to be flat
Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
the question about the significance of exceptional symme-
tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
Kaluza–Klein-type decomposition of fields [19]. In the fol-
lowing, we apply this strategy to D ! 11 supergravity and
embed it into a form that is fully covariant under the excep-
tional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. We argue that this covariant
form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
the six coordinates into the fundamental 27-dimensional
representation of E6"6#, we cast the bosonic sector of
11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
the E6"6#-covariant form
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Eleven-dimensional supergravity reveals large exceptional symmetries upon reduction, in accordance

with the U-duality groups of M theory, but their higher-dimensional geometric origin has remained a

mystery. In this Letter, we show that D ! 11 supergravity can be extended to be fully covariant under the

exceptional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. Motivated by a similar formulation of double field theory we

introduce an extended ‘‘exceptional spacetime.’’ We illustrate the construction by giving the explicit E6"6#
covariant form: the full D ! 11 supergravity, in a 5$ 6 splitting of coordinates but without truncation,

embeds into an E6"6# covariant 5$ 27 dimensional theory. We argue that this covariant form likewise

comprises type IIB supergravity.
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Little is known about the fundamental formulation of M
theory, whose low-energy limit is given by 11-dimensional
supergravity [1]. One illuminating feature is the existence
of duality symmetries, which relate M theory to the
10-dimensional superstring theories. These symmetries
should be as fundamental for the formulation ofM theory as
diffeomorphism invariance is for Einstein’s theory of general
relativity. Intriguingly, the so-called U-duality symmetries
comprise the exceptional Lie groups En"n#"Z# [2]. In the
low-energy limit, it has been known for a long time that
upon torus compactification D ! 11 supergravity gives rise
to the continuous versionsEn"n#"R# [3]. Since the early 1980s
this has led to the question: what is it about D ! 11 super-
gravity that knows about exceptional symmetries? It is the
purpose of this Letter to give fullyEn"n#-covariant versions of
D ! 11 supergravity by employing and generalizing tech-
niques from ‘‘double field theory’’ (DFT), an approach that
doubles coordinates to make the O"d; d# T-duality group
manifest [4–8]. These formulations show the emergence of
exceptional symmetries in terms of the higher-dimensional
geometry and symmetriesprior to any reduction or truncation.

Attempts to understand these ‘‘hidden’’ symmetries in
terms of the higher-dimensional theory have in fact a long
history, at least going back to the work of de Wit and
Nicolai [9], who performed a Kaluza–Klein-like decom-
position of D ! 11 supergravity to exhibit already in
eleven dimensions the composite local symmetries of the
lower-dimensional coset models. These formulations did
not make the exceptional symmetries manifest, and further
work in Ref. [10] suggested that additional coordinates
need to be introduced in order to realize the exceptional
groups. The idea of such an ‘‘exceptional spacetime’’ has
been implemented for a particular truncation of D ! 11
supergravity in Ref. [11]. (For more ambitious proposals
see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
DFT, a number of papers have succeeded in generalizing

this approach to various U-duality groups; see, e.g.,
Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
particular truncations of D ! 11 supergravity, setting to
zero the off-diagonal components of the metric and of the
3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
coordinates, and freezing the external metric to be flat
Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
the question about the significance of exceptional symme-
tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
Kaluza–Klein-type decomposition of fields [19]. In the fol-
lowing, we apply this strategy to D ! 11 supergravity and
embed it into a form that is fully covariant under the excep-
tional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. We argue that this covariant
form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
the six coordinates into the fundamental 27-dimensional
representation of E6"6#, we cast the bosonic sector of
11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
the E6"6#-covariant form
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non-abelian gauge structure:   generalized diffeomorphisms
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unique two-derivative action with generalized diffeomorphism invariance   

 modulo section constraints  
 internal        & external      diffeomorphisms 
 uniquely fixed by bosonic symmetries  (but can be supersymmetrized)
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Little is known about the fundamental formulation of M
theory, whose low-energy limit is given by 11-dimensional
supergravity [1]. One illuminating feature is the existence
of duality symmetries, which relate M theory to the
10-dimensional superstring theories. These symmetries
should be as fundamental for the formulation ofM theory as
diffeomorphism invariance is for Einstein’s theory of general
relativity. Intriguingly, the so-called U-duality symmetries
comprise the exceptional Lie groups En"n#"Z# [2]. In the
low-energy limit, it has been known for a long time that
upon torus compactification D ! 11 supergravity gives rise
to the continuous versionsEn"n#"R# [3]. Since the early 1980s
this has led to the question: what is it about D ! 11 super-
gravity that knows about exceptional symmetries? It is the
purpose of this Letter to give fullyEn"n#-covariant versions of
D ! 11 supergravity by employing and generalizing tech-
niques from ‘‘double field theory’’ (DFT), an approach that
doubles coordinates to make the O"d; d# T-duality group
manifest [4–8]. These formulations show the emergence of
exceptional symmetries in terms of the higher-dimensional
geometry and symmetriesprior to any reduction or truncation.

Attempts to understand these ‘‘hidden’’ symmetries in
terms of the higher-dimensional theory have in fact a long
history, at least going back to the work of de Wit and
Nicolai [9], who performed a Kaluza–Klein-like decom-
position of D ! 11 supergravity to exhibit already in
eleven dimensions the composite local symmetries of the
lower-dimensional coset models. These formulations did
not make the exceptional symmetries manifest, and further
work in Ref. [10] suggested that additional coordinates
need to be introduced in order to realize the exceptional
groups. The idea of such an ‘‘exceptional spacetime’’ has
been implemented for a particular truncation of D ! 11
supergravity in Ref. [11]. (For more ambitious proposals
see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
DFT, a number of papers have succeeded in generalizing

this approach to various U-duality groups; see, e.g.,
Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
particular truncations of D ! 11 supergravity, setting to
zero the off-diagonal components of the metric and of the
3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
coordinates, and freezing the external metric to be flat
Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
the question about the significance of exceptional symme-
tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
Kaluza–Klein-type decomposition of fields [19]. In the fol-
lowing, we apply this strategy to D ! 11 supergravity and
embed it into a form that is fully covariant under the excep-
tional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. We argue that this covariant
form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
the six coordinates into the fundamental 27-dimensional
representation of E6"6#, we cast the bosonic sector of
11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
the E6"6#-covariant form
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unique two-derivative action with generalized diffeomorphism invariance   

 modulo section constraints  
 internal        & external      diffeomorphisms 
 uniquely fixed by bosonic symmetries  (but can be supersymmetrized)
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with the U-duality groups of M theory, but their higher-dimensional geometric origin has remained a

mystery. In this Letter, we show that D ! 11 supergravity can be extended to be fully covariant under the

exceptional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. Motivated by a similar formulation of double field theory we

introduce an extended ‘‘exceptional spacetime.’’ We illustrate the construction by giving the explicit E6"6#
covariant form: the full D ! 11 supergravity, in a 5$ 6 splitting of coordinates but without truncation,

embeds into an E6"6# covariant 5$ 27 dimensional theory. We argue that this covariant form likewise

comprises type IIB supergravity.
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Little is known about the fundamental formulation of M
theory, whose low-energy limit is given by 11-dimensional
supergravity [1]. One illuminating feature is the existence
of duality symmetries, which relate M theory to the
10-dimensional superstring theories. These symmetries
should be as fundamental for the formulation ofM theory as
diffeomorphism invariance is for Einstein’s theory of general
relativity. Intriguingly, the so-called U-duality symmetries
comprise the exceptional Lie groups En"n#"Z# [2]. In the
low-energy limit, it has been known for a long time that
upon torus compactification D ! 11 supergravity gives rise
to the continuous versionsEn"n#"R# [3]. Since the early 1980s
this has led to the question: what is it about D ! 11 super-
gravity that knows about exceptional symmetries? It is the
purpose of this Letter to give fullyEn"n#-covariant versions of
D ! 11 supergravity by employing and generalizing tech-
niques from ‘‘double field theory’’ (DFT), an approach that
doubles coordinates to make the O"d; d# T-duality group
manifest [4–8]. These formulations show the emergence of
exceptional symmetries in terms of the higher-dimensional
geometry and symmetriesprior to any reduction or truncation.

Attempts to understand these ‘‘hidden’’ symmetries in
terms of the higher-dimensional theory have in fact a long
history, at least going back to the work of de Wit and
Nicolai [9], who performed a Kaluza–Klein-like decom-
position of D ! 11 supergravity to exhibit already in
eleven dimensions the composite local symmetries of the
lower-dimensional coset models. These formulations did
not make the exceptional symmetries manifest, and further
work in Ref. [10] suggested that additional coordinates
need to be introduced in order to realize the exceptional
groups. The idea of such an ‘‘exceptional spacetime’’ has
been implemented for a particular truncation of D ! 11
supergravity in Ref. [11]. (For more ambitious proposals
see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
DFT, a number of papers have succeeded in generalizing

this approach to various U-duality groups; see, e.g.,
Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
particular truncations of D ! 11 supergravity, setting to
zero the off-diagonal components of the metric and of the
3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
coordinates, and freezing the external metric to be flat
Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
the question about the significance of exceptional symme-
tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
Kaluza–Klein-type decomposition of fields [19]. In the fol-
lowing, we apply this strategy to D ! 11 supergravity and
embed it into a form that is fully covariant under the excep-
tional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. We argue that this covariant
form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
the six coordinates into the fundamental 27-dimensional
representation of E6"6#, we cast the bosonic sector of
11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
the E6"6#-covariant form
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For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
the six coordinates into the fundamental 27-dimensional
representation of E6"6#, we cast the bosonic sector of
11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
the E6"6#-covariant form

S !
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section constraint admits two inequivalent solutions dKMN @M ⌦ @N = 0
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the ExFT equations of motion reproduce full IID/IIB supergravity



similar construction can be done for all finite-dimensional duality groups

closure of generalized diffeomorphisms

define invariant action functionals
Let us begin with the potential terms. The potential in terms of the generalized metric

will be given by:

V = !1/2
!
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12
MMN ("MMKL)("NMKL)!

1

2
MMN ("NMKL)("LMMK)

+
1

12
MMN (MKL"MMKL)(M

RS"NMRS) +
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4
MMNMPQ(MRS"PMRS)("MMNQ)

"
(93)

where "M =
#

!
!xa , !

!yab

$
. V is then evaluated using the definition of the generalized metric

MMN described in section four by equations (72) and (76), in terms of the spatial metric and
three form with the assumption that "y = 0. We use just the spatial part of the metric in
the computation of V since we are only allowing spacelike duality transformations. in the
synchronous gauge, this means replacing gab by !ij . After a long and careful calculation, the
result, up to a total derivative, is

V = !1/2(R(!)!
1

48
F 2) . (94)

This is exactly the potential term we had for eleven dimensional supergravity. Note, that at
first sight V appears to stand little chance of being related to the Ricci scalar since it does
not contain any terms second order in derivatives (as compared with terms quadratic in first
derivatives). However the key is to take the usual Einstein Hilbert term and integrate by parts
any terms second order in derivatives. This produces a Lagrangian of the type given in V .
This is also why the equivalence is only up to surface terms. It should also be noted that V is
thus a SL(5) scalar times !1/2. Strictly speaking this means that only SL(5) transformations
that preserve ! are invariances of V . It is however probably the case, that once a proper
section condition is found, one will be able to extend the invariance to include those where !
is varying. That is because the factor of !1/2 more properly belongs with the dd̄x to create an
invariant volume measure. We currently lack a formulation that includes an invariant volume
measure on both the x and y co-ordinates.

It is also worth making the comment here that the first guess for such a term would be
the Ricci scalar of the generalized metric. This does not give the right answer. Apart from
numerical factors not working out, crucially, one does not obtain the gauge invariant field
strength F from C. This is a consequence of the traditional Ricci scalar being constructed
to be a scalar under di!eomorphisms. The reason is as we have seen in the section three
where we described the constraint algebra, when there is a nontrivial C field, the constraints
generate more than just the di!eomorphisms. This also probably related to the fact that the
beta function of the doubled string theory [22] does not give the usual Ricci curvature of the
doubled space.
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  𝕐KL
MN ∂M ⊗ ∂N ≡ 0section constraints  

works perfectly for the groups  , E6(6), E7(7)  GL(2), SL(2) × SL(3), SL(5), SO(5,5)

but closure fails for E8(8) !  (the D=3 U-duality group) 
no choice of section constraints makes the algebra close
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despite non-closure of the algebra, one can construct invariant action functionals!

most of the components vanish after explicitly solving the section constraints, and the E8p8q
gauge symmetry is much smaller than is apparent from (1.3) (as it should be, for otherwise all

fields encoded in the E8p8q{SOp16q coset space would be pure gauge). This additional gauge

symmetry is necessary for consistency. For instance, the generalized di↵eomorphisms in (1.3)

with parameter ⇤M do not close into themselves which has been recognized as an obstacle

in [16, 17]. They do however close in presence of the additional covariantly constrained gauge

symmetry that constitutes a separate invariance of the theory. In other words, invariance of an

action under generalized di↵eomorphisms ⇤M implies its invariance under further ⌃M gauge

transformations, as we shall explicitly confirm. This type of gauge structure has first been

revealed in the baby example of an SLp2q covariant formulation of four-dimensional Einstein

gravity [20].

The constraints on the gauge parameter ⌃M imply that also the associated connection

BµM is covariantly constrained in the same sense, i.e. it satisfies PMN
KL

BµK b BL “ 0, etc..

Such covariantly constrained compensating gauge fields are a generic feature of the exceptional

field theories and show up among the pD ´ 2q-forms (with D counting the number of external

dimensions). Therefore in D “ 5, these fields do not even enter the Lagrangian [2], in D “ 4

they appear among the 2-forms with Stückelberg coupling to the Yang-Mills field strengths [3],

while in D “ 3 they feature among the vector fields and thus directly a↵ect the algebra of gauge

transformations (1.3). In all cases, these constrained gauge fields are related to the appearance

of the dual gravitational degrees of freedom as we discuss shortly.

The full E8p8q covariant action is given by

S “
ª
d
3
x d

248
Y e

ˆ
pR ` e

´1LCS ` 1

240
g
µ⌫
DµMMN

D⌫MMN ´ V pM, gq
˙

, (1.4)

and closely resembles the structure of three-dimensional gauged supergravities [21]. The various

terms comprise a (covariantized) Einstein-Hilbert term, a Chern-Simons-type term for the gauge

vectors, a covariantized kinetic term for the E8p8q{SOp16q coset fields, and a ‘potential’ V . The

Chern-Simons term is a topological term that is needed to ensure the proper on-shell duality

relations between ‘scalars’ and ‘vectors’. The potential depends only on ‘internal’ derivatives

BM and can be written in a manifestly E8p8q covariant form as follows

V pM, gq “ ´ 1

240
MMNBMMKL BNMKL ` 1

2
MMNBMMKLBLMNK (1.5)

` 1

7200
f
NQ

P f
MS

R MPKBMMQKMRLBNMSL

´ 1

2
g

´1BMg BNMMN ´ 1

4
MMN

g
´1BMg g

´1BNg ´ 1

4
MMNBMg

µ⌫BNgµ⌫ .

Its form is determined such that it leads to a gauge invariant action both w.r.t. the ⇤M and ⌃M

gauge transformations of (1.3). Previous attempts to construct an E8p8q covariant formulation

(of truncations of D “ 11 supergravity) missed the second line of (1.5) involving the explicit

E8p8q structure constants f
MN

K [22]. This term is indispensable for gauge invariance of the

potential V and for the match with D “ 11 supergravity as we shall explain. All four terms in

the action (1.4) are seperately gauge invariant w.r.t. ⇤ and ⌃, but the theory is also invariant

under non-manifest external di↵eomorphisms of the x
µ, generated by a parameter ⇠

µpx, Y q.
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L⌃V
M = � ⌃K fKM

N V N  additional symmetries  (constrained rotations)

with parameter        constrained analogous to the section constraints⌃M

generalized Lie derivative for E8(8)

=3

�M � R248

⇥
�(⇤1,⌃1), �(⇤2,⌃2)

⇤
= �(⇤12,⌃12)
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1] + 2⇤N

[2@N⌃1]M � 2⌃N
[2@M⇤1]N + fN

KL ⇤K
[2 @M@N⇤L

1]

the full algebra closes !

particular, the term in the second line of ⇤12 could have been dropped, using (2.11), at the cost

of extra terms in ⌃12. The form here has been chosen for later convenience. We stress again

that closure only holds because of the separate (covariantly constrained) E8p8q gauge symmetry.

Note that this is a rather non-trivial statement, because the e↵ective ⌃12 parameter needs to be

compatible with the covariant section constraints (2.7). The compatibility is manifest from the

form in (2.17), because in each term the free index M is carried by a constrained object, ⌃M

or BM . As this interplay between generalized di↵eomorphisms and a separate but constrained

gauge symmetry is somewhat unconventional we prove gauge closure (2.16), (2.17) explicitly

in the appendix. We finally note that the gauge algebra of ⌃ transformations with themselves

is abelian, for the e↵ective parameter ⌃M
12

“ f
MNK⌃2N⌃1K is actually zero by the section

constraints (2.7).

2.2 Gauge fields for E8p8q E-bracket

We now introduce gauge fields for the local symmetries generated by ⇤M and ⌃M . Specifically,

these parameters are functions of xµ and Y
M , requiring in particular covariant derivatives Dµ

for the external coordinates. Denoting the gauge fields for the ⇤M symmetries by Aµ
M and

those for the ⌃M symmetries by BµM , the covariant derivative on any tensor with an arbitrary

number of adjoint E8p8q indices is defined by

Dµ ” Bµ ´ LpAµ,Bµq , (2.18)

where the generalized Lie derivative L acts according to the representation the tensor field lives

in. For instance, using (2.5) one finds its action on a vector of zero weight

DµV
M “ BµV M ´ Aµ

KBKV
M ` 60PM

N
K

L BKAµ
L
V

N ` Bµ
L
f
M

NLV
N

. (2.19)

The transformation rules for A and B are determined by the requirement that the covariant

derivatives (2.18) transform covariantly. In general, their gauge transformations can be com-

puted from

p�p⇤,⌃qA, �p⇤,⌃qBq ” pB⇤, B⌃q `
“
p⇤,⌃q, pA,Bq

‰
E
, (2.20)

with the E-bracket defined by (2.16). Using (2.17) one computes for the components

�p⇤,⌃qAµ
M “ Dµ⇤

M ´ BNAµ
N ⇤M ` 7P3875

MN
KL

`
⇤KBNAµ

L ` Aµ
KBN⇤L

˘

´ Bµ
L
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8
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KBN⇤L
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` 1
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P f
P
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Aµ
L ´ ⇤KBNAµ

L
˘
,

�p⇤,⌃qBµM “ Dµ⌃M ` BN
`
BµM⇤N

˘
` Bµ

NBM⇤N

` 1

2
f
N

KL

`
⇤KBMBNAµ

L ´ Aµ
KBMBN⇤L

˘
.

(2.21)

Note in particular, that the gauge field A and its parameter ⇤ carries weight one (and we have

explicitly spelled out the weight term in (2.21)), whereas B and ⌃ carry weight 0.

7

ExFT requires additional gauge connection

constrained, not present in the dimensionally reduced theory

=3

Bµ M

related to the dual graviton ..
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Eleven-dimensional supergravity reveals large exceptional symmetries upon reduction, in accordance

with the U-duality groups of M theory, but their higher-dimensional geometric origin has remained a

mystery. In this Letter, we show that D ! 11 supergravity can be extended to be fully covariant under the

exceptional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. Motivated by a similar formulation of double field theory we

introduce an extended ‘‘exceptional spacetime.’’ We illustrate the construction by giving the explicit E6"6#
covariant form: the full D ! 11 supergravity, in a 5$ 6 splitting of coordinates but without truncation,

embeds into an E6"6# covariant 5$ 27 dimensional theory. We argue that this covariant form likewise

comprises type IIB supergravity.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.111.231601 PACS numbers: 11.25.Yb, 04.65.+e, 04.50.%h, 11.15.%q

Little is known about the fundamental formulation of M
theory, whose low-energy limit is given by 11-dimensional
supergravity [1]. One illuminating feature is the existence
of duality symmetries, which relate M theory to the
10-dimensional superstring theories. These symmetries
should be as fundamental for the formulation ofM theory as
diffeomorphism invariance is for Einstein’s theory of general
relativity. Intriguingly, the so-called U-duality symmetries
comprise the exceptional Lie groups En"n#"Z# [2]. In the
low-energy limit, it has been known for a long time that
upon torus compactification D ! 11 supergravity gives rise
to the continuous versionsEn"n#"R# [3]. Since the early 1980s
this has led to the question: what is it about D ! 11 super-
gravity that knows about exceptional symmetries? It is the
purpose of this Letter to give fullyEn"n#-covariant versions of
D ! 11 supergravity by employing and generalizing tech-
niques from ‘‘double field theory’’ (DFT), an approach that
doubles coordinates to make the O"d; d# T-duality group
manifest [4–8]. These formulations show the emergence of
exceptional symmetries in terms of the higher-dimensional
geometry and symmetriesprior to any reduction or truncation.

Attempts to understand these ‘‘hidden’’ symmetries in
terms of the higher-dimensional theory have in fact a long
history, at least going back to the work of de Wit and
Nicolai [9], who performed a Kaluza–Klein-like decom-
position of D ! 11 supergravity to exhibit already in
eleven dimensions the composite local symmetries of the
lower-dimensional coset models. These formulations did
not make the exceptional symmetries manifest, and further
work in Ref. [10] suggested that additional coordinates
need to be introduced in order to realize the exceptional
groups. The idea of such an ‘‘exceptional spacetime’’ has
been implemented for a particular truncation of D ! 11
supergravity in Ref. [11]. (For more ambitious proposals
see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
DFT, a number of papers have succeeded in generalizing

this approach to various U-duality groups; see, e.g.,
Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
particular truncations of D ! 11 supergravity, setting to
zero the off-diagonal components of the metric and of the
3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
coordinates, and freezing the external metric to be flat
Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
the question about the significance of exceptional symme-
tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
Kaluza–Klein-type decomposition of fields [19]. In the fol-
lowing, we apply this strategy to D ! 11 supergravity and
embed it into a form that is fully covariant under the excep-
tional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. We argue that this covariant
form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
the six coordinates into the fundamental 27-dimensional
representation of E6"6#, we cast the bosonic sector of
11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
the E6"6#-covariant form

S !
Z

d5xd27YeL;

L & R̂$ 1

24
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4
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eleven dimensions the composite local symmetries of the
lower-dimensional coset models. These formulations did
not make the exceptional symmetries manifest, and further
work in Ref. [10] suggested that additional coordinates
need to be introduced in order to realize the exceptional
groups. The idea of such an ‘‘exceptional spacetime’’ has
been implemented for a particular truncation of D ! 11
supergravity in Ref. [11]. (For more ambitious proposals
see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
DFT, a number of papers have succeeded in generalizing
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Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
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tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
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form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
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see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
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Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
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3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
coordinates, and freezing the external metric to be flat
Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
the question about the significance of exceptional symme-
tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
Kaluza–Klein-type decomposition of fields [19]. In the fol-
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embed it into a form that is fully covariant under the excep-
tional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. We argue that this covariant
form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
the six coordinates into the fundamental 27-dimensional
representation of E6"6#, we cast the bosonic sector of
11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
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see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
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Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
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3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
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Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
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obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
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decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
Kaluza–Klein-type decomposition of fields [19]. In the fol-
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theory, whose low-energy limit is given by 11-dimensional
supergravity [1]. One illuminating feature is the existence
of duality symmetries, which relate M theory to the
10-dimensional superstring theories. These symmetries
should be as fundamental for the formulation ofM theory as
diffeomorphism invariance is for Einstein’s theory of general
relativity. Intriguingly, the so-called U-duality symmetries
comprise the exceptional Lie groups En"n#"Z# [2]. In the
low-energy limit, it has been known for a long time that
upon torus compactification D ! 11 supergravity gives rise
to the continuous versionsEn"n#"R# [3]. Since the early 1980s
this has led to the question: what is it about D ! 11 super-
gravity that knows about exceptional symmetries? It is the
purpose of this Letter to give fullyEn"n#-covariant versions of
D ! 11 supergravity by employing and generalizing tech-
niques from ‘‘double field theory’’ (DFT), an approach that
doubles coordinates to make the O"d; d# T-duality group
manifest [4–8]. These formulations show the emergence of
exceptional symmetries in terms of the higher-dimensional
geometry and symmetriesprior to any reduction or truncation.

Attempts to understand these ‘‘hidden’’ symmetries in
terms of the higher-dimensional theory have in fact a long
history, at least going back to the work of de Wit and
Nicolai [9], who performed a Kaluza–Klein-like decom-
position of D ! 11 supergravity to exhibit already in
eleven dimensions the composite local symmetries of the
lower-dimensional coset models. These formulations did
not make the exceptional symmetries manifest, and further
work in Ref. [10] suggested that additional coordinates
need to be introduced in order to realize the exceptional
groups. The idea of such an ‘‘exceptional spacetime’’ has
been implemented for a particular truncation of D ! 11
supergravity in Ref. [11]. (For more ambitious proposals
see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
DFT, a number of papers have succeeded in generalizing

this approach to various U-duality groups; see, e.g.,
Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
particular truncations of D ! 11 supergravity, setting to
zero the off-diagonal components of the metric and of the
3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
coordinates, and freezing the external metric to be flat
Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
the question about the significance of exceptional symme-
tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
Kaluza–Klein-type decomposition of fields [19]. In the fol-
lowing, we apply this strategy to D ! 11 supergravity and
embed it into a form that is fully covariant under the excep-
tional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. We argue that this covariant
form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
the six coordinates into the fundamental 27-dimensional
representation of E6"6#, we cast the bosonic sector of
11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
the E6"6#-covariant form
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exceptional symmetries in terms of the higher-dimensional
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Attempts to understand these ‘‘hidden’’ symmetries in
terms of the higher-dimensional theory have in fact a long
history, at least going back to the work of de Wit and
Nicolai [9], who performed a Kaluza–Klein-like decom-
position of D ! 11 supergravity to exhibit already in
eleven dimensions the composite local symmetries of the
lower-dimensional coset models. These formulations did
not make the exceptional symmetries manifest, and further
work in Ref. [10] suggested that additional coordinates
need to be introduced in order to realize the exceptional
groups. The idea of such an ‘‘exceptional spacetime’’ has
been implemented for a particular truncation of D ! 11
supergravity in Ref. [11]. (For more ambitious proposals
see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
DFT, a number of papers have succeeded in generalizing

this approach to various U-duality groups; see, e.g.,
Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
particular truncations of D ! 11 supergravity, setting to
zero the off-diagonal components of the metric and of the
3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
coordinates, and freezing the external metric to be flat
Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
the question about the significance of exceptional symme-
tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
Kaluza–Klein-type decomposition of fields [19]. In the fol-
lowing, we apply this strategy to D ! 11 supergravity and
embed it into a form that is fully covariant under the excep-
tional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. We argue that this covariant
form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
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11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
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Nicolai [9], who performed a Kaluza–Klein-like decom-
position of D ! 11 supergravity to exhibit already in
eleven dimensions the composite local symmetries of the
lower-dimensional coset models. These formulations did
not make the exceptional symmetries manifest, and further
work in Ref. [10] suggested that additional coordinates
need to be introduced in order to realize the exceptional
groups. The idea of such an ‘‘exceptional spacetime’’ has
been implemented for a particular truncation of D ! 11
supergravity in Ref. [11]. (For more ambitious proposals
see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
DFT, a number of papers have succeeded in generalizing

this approach to various U-duality groups; see, e.g.,
Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
particular truncations of D ! 11 supergravity, setting to
zero the off-diagonal components of the metric and of the
3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
coordinates, and freezing the external metric to be flat
Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
the question about the significance of exceptional symme-
tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
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tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
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Eleven-dimensional supergravity reveals large exceptional symmetries upon reduction, in accordance

with the U-duality groups of M theory, but their higher-dimensional geometric origin has remained a

mystery. In this Letter, we show that D ! 11 supergravity can be extended to be fully covariant under the

exceptional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. Motivated by a similar formulation of double field theory we

introduce an extended ‘‘exceptional spacetime.’’ We illustrate the construction by giving the explicit E6"6#
covariant form: the full D ! 11 supergravity, in a 5$ 6 splitting of coordinates but without truncation,

embeds into an E6"6# covariant 5$ 27 dimensional theory. We argue that this covariant form likewise

comprises type IIB supergravity.
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Little is known about the fundamental formulation of M
theory, whose low-energy limit is given by 11-dimensional
supergravity [1]. One illuminating feature is the existence
of duality symmetries, which relate M theory to the
10-dimensional superstring theories. These symmetries
should be as fundamental for the formulation ofM theory as
diffeomorphism invariance is for Einstein’s theory of general
relativity. Intriguingly, the so-called U-duality symmetries
comprise the exceptional Lie groups En"n#"Z# [2]. In the
low-energy limit, it has been known for a long time that
upon torus compactification D ! 11 supergravity gives rise
to the continuous versionsEn"n#"R# [3]. Since the early 1980s
this has led to the question: what is it about D ! 11 super-
gravity that knows about exceptional symmetries? It is the
purpose of this Letter to give fullyEn"n#-covariant versions of
D ! 11 supergravity by employing and generalizing tech-
niques from ‘‘double field theory’’ (DFT), an approach that
doubles coordinates to make the O"d; d# T-duality group
manifest [4–8]. These formulations show the emergence of
exceptional symmetries in terms of the higher-dimensional
geometry and symmetriesprior to any reduction or truncation.

Attempts to understand these ‘‘hidden’’ symmetries in
terms of the higher-dimensional theory have in fact a long
history, at least going back to the work of de Wit and
Nicolai [9], who performed a Kaluza–Klein-like decom-
position of D ! 11 supergravity to exhibit already in
eleven dimensions the composite local symmetries of the
lower-dimensional coset models. These formulations did
not make the exceptional symmetries manifest, and further
work in Ref. [10] suggested that additional coordinates
need to be introduced in order to realize the exceptional
groups. The idea of such an ‘‘exceptional spacetime’’ has
been implemented for a particular truncation of D ! 11
supergravity in Ref. [11]. (For more ambitious proposals
see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
DFT, a number of papers have succeeded in generalizing

this approach to various U-duality groups; see, e.g.,
Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
particular truncations of D ! 11 supergravity, setting to
zero the off-diagonal components of the metric and of the
3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
coordinates, and freezing the external metric to be flat
Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
the question about the significance of exceptional symme-
tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
Kaluza–Klein-type decomposition of fields [19]. In the fol-
lowing, we apply this strategy to D ! 11 supergravity and
embed it into a form that is fully covariant under the excep-
tional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. We argue that this covariant
form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
the six coordinates into the fundamental 27-dimensional
representation of E6"6#, we cast the bosonic sector of
11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
the E6"6#-covariant form
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Eleven-dimensional supergravity reveals large exceptional symmetries upon reduction, in accordance

with the U-duality groups of M theory, but their higher-dimensional geometric origin has remained a

mystery. In this Letter, we show that D ! 11 supergravity can be extended to be fully covariant under the

exceptional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. Motivated by a similar formulation of double field theory we

introduce an extended ‘‘exceptional spacetime.’’ We illustrate the construction by giving the explicit E6"6#
covariant form: the full D ! 11 supergravity, in a 5$ 6 splitting of coordinates but without truncation,

embeds into an E6"6# covariant 5$ 27 dimensional theory. We argue that this covariant form likewise

comprises type IIB supergravity.
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Little is known about the fundamental formulation of M
theory, whose low-energy limit is given by 11-dimensional
supergravity [1]. One illuminating feature is the existence
of duality symmetries, which relate M theory to the
10-dimensional superstring theories. These symmetries
should be as fundamental for the formulation ofM theory as
diffeomorphism invariance is for Einstein’s theory of general
relativity. Intriguingly, the so-called U-duality symmetries
comprise the exceptional Lie groups En"n#"Z# [2]. In the
low-energy limit, it has been known for a long time that
upon torus compactification D ! 11 supergravity gives rise
to the continuous versionsEn"n#"R# [3]. Since the early 1980s
this has led to the question: what is it about D ! 11 super-
gravity that knows about exceptional symmetries? It is the
purpose of this Letter to give fullyEn"n#-covariant versions of
D ! 11 supergravity by employing and generalizing tech-
niques from ‘‘double field theory’’ (DFT), an approach that
doubles coordinates to make the O"d; d# T-duality group
manifest [4–8]. These formulations show the emergence of
exceptional symmetries in terms of the higher-dimensional
geometry and symmetriesprior to any reduction or truncation.

Attempts to understand these ‘‘hidden’’ symmetries in
terms of the higher-dimensional theory have in fact a long
history, at least going back to the work of de Wit and
Nicolai [9], who performed a Kaluza–Klein-like decom-
position of D ! 11 supergravity to exhibit already in
eleven dimensions the composite local symmetries of the
lower-dimensional coset models. These formulations did
not make the exceptional symmetries manifest, and further
work in Ref. [10] suggested that additional coordinates
need to be introduced in order to realize the exceptional
groups. The idea of such an ‘‘exceptional spacetime’’ has
been implemented for a particular truncation of D ! 11
supergravity in Ref. [11]. (For more ambitious proposals
see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
DFT, a number of papers have succeeded in generalizing

this approach to various U-duality groups; see, e.g.,
Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
particular truncations of D ! 11 supergravity, setting to
zero the off-diagonal components of the metric and of the
3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
coordinates, and freezing the external metric to be flat
Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
the question about the significance of exceptional symme-
tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
Kaluza–Klein-type decomposition of fields [19]. In the fol-
lowing, we apply this strategy to D ! 11 supergravity and
embed it into a form that is fully covariant under the excep-
tional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. We argue that this covariant
form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
the six coordinates into the fundamental 27-dimensional
representation of E6"6#, we cast the bosonic sector of
11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
the E6"6#-covariant form
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Little is known about the fundamental formulation of M
theory, whose low-energy limit is given by 11-dimensional
supergravity [1]. One illuminating feature is the existence
of duality symmetries, which relate M theory to the
10-dimensional superstring theories. These symmetries
should be as fundamental for the formulation ofM theory as
diffeomorphism invariance is for Einstein’s theory of general
relativity. Intriguingly, the so-called U-duality symmetries
comprise the exceptional Lie groups En"n#"Z# [2]. In the
low-energy limit, it has been known for a long time that
upon torus compactification D ! 11 supergravity gives rise
to the continuous versionsEn"n#"R# [3]. Since the early 1980s
this has led to the question: what is it about D ! 11 super-
gravity that knows about exceptional symmetries? It is the
purpose of this Letter to give fullyEn"n#-covariant versions of
D ! 11 supergravity by employing and generalizing tech-
niques from ‘‘double field theory’’ (DFT), an approach that
doubles coordinates to make the O"d; d# T-duality group
manifest [4–8]. These formulations show the emergence of
exceptional symmetries in terms of the higher-dimensional
geometry and symmetriesprior to any reduction or truncation.

Attempts to understand these ‘‘hidden’’ symmetries in
terms of the higher-dimensional theory have in fact a long
history, at least going back to the work of de Wit and
Nicolai [9], who performed a Kaluza–Klein-like decom-
position of D ! 11 supergravity to exhibit already in
eleven dimensions the composite local symmetries of the
lower-dimensional coset models. These formulations did
not make the exceptional symmetries manifest, and further
work in Ref. [10] suggested that additional coordinates
need to be introduced in order to realize the exceptional
groups. The idea of such an ‘‘exceptional spacetime’’ has
been implemented for a particular truncation of D ! 11
supergravity in Ref. [11]. (For more ambitious proposals
see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
DFT, a number of papers have succeeded in generalizing

this approach to various U-duality groups; see, e.g.,
Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
particular truncations of D ! 11 supergravity, setting to
zero the off-diagonal components of the metric and of the
3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
coordinates, and freezing the external metric to be flat
Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
the question about the significance of exceptional symme-
tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
Kaluza–Klein-type decomposition of fields [19]. In the fol-
lowing, we apply this strategy to D ! 11 supergravity and
embed it into a form that is fully covariant under the excep-
tional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. We argue that this covariant
form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
the six coordinates into the fundamental 27-dimensional
representation of E6"6#, we cast the bosonic sector of
11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
the E6"6#-covariant form
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the generalized Scherk-Schwarz reduction ansatz for the
twist matrices obtained in [17]. The Scherk-Schwarz origin
also proves consistency of the truncation in the sense that
all solutions of the respective D ! 5 maximal supergrav-
ities lift to solutions of the type IIB fields equations.
By virtue of the explicit embedding of the IIB theory into
EFT [22,36] these formulas can be pulled back to read
off the reduction formulas for the original type IIB fields.
Upon some further computational effort we have also
derived the explicit expressions for all the components
of the IIB four-form. Along the way, we explicitly verified
the IIB self-duality equations. Although their consistency
is guaranteed by the general construction, we have seen
that their validation by virtue of nontrivial Killing vector
identities still represents a rewarding exercise.
We have in this paper restricted the construction to the

bosonic sector of type IIB supergravity. In the EFT frame-
work, consistency of the reduction of the fermionic sector
follows along the same lines from the supersymmetric
extension of the E6"6# exceptional field theory [49] which
upon generalized Scherk-Schwarz reduction yields the
fermionic sector of the D ! 5 gauged supergravities [17].
In particular, compared to the bosonic reduction ansatz (2.1),
the EFT fermions reduce as scalar densities, i.e. their y-
dependence is carried by somepower of the scale factor, such
as!"

i"x; y# ! #!
1
2"y#!"

i"x#, etc. A derivation of the explicit
reduction formulas for the original IIB fermions would
require the dictionary of the fermionic sector of EFT into
the IIB theory, presumably along the lines of [40]. The very
existence of a consistent reduction of the fermionic sector
can also be inferred on general grounds [2] combining the
bosonic results with the supersymmetry of the IIB theory.
We close by recollecting the full set of IIB reduction

formulas derived in this paper. The IIB metric is given by
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in standard Kaluza-Klein form, in terms of vectors K%ab&
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from (3.38) that are Killing for the (Lorentzian) metric ~Gmn
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(2) matrix
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Next, we give the uplift formulas for the four-form
components in terms of the Killing vectors K%ab&
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given in (3.45), the function Z%ab&kmn"y# given by (3.21),
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e.g. 4-form  (after reconstructing all components, in Kaluza-Klein basis)

consistency of the reduction of Eq. (A1), which after all
should be guaranteed by consistency of the ansatz.
What comes to the rescue is some additional properties
of the twist matrix together with some highly nontrivial

nonlinear identities among the components of an
E6!6" matrix. Namely the last factor in the first term
of (A10) drastically reduces upon certain index
projections
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The identity (A13) is far from obvious and hinges
on the group properties of the matrix (4.12). It can be
verified by choosing an explicit parametrization of this
matrix (e.g. as given in [36]), at least with the help of
some computer algebra [50–52]. Combining this identity
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such that its y-dependence reduces to the harmonics YaYb.
As a consequence, together with (A12), we conclude that

the penultimate term in (A10) reduces to
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Together with (A8), Eq. (A1) then eventually reduces to
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such that the y-dependence of the entire equation organizes into the form (A9). Now the x-dependent coefficient of the
traceless combination !YaYb ! 1

6 !ab" precisely reproduces the D & 5 scalar equations of motion (4.16). In particular, the
third line of (A17) coincides with the SL(6) variation of the scalar potential (4.14). This match requires additional nontrivial
relations among the components of an E6!6" matrix (4.12)
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which can be proven similar to (A13). From these it is straightforward to deduce that
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Eleven-dimensional supergravity reveals large exceptional symmetries upon reduction, in accordance

with the U-duality groups of M theory, but their higher-dimensional geometric origin has remained a

mystery. In this Letter, we show that D ! 11 supergravity can be extended to be fully covariant under the

exceptional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. Motivated by a similar formulation of double field theory we

introduce an extended ‘‘exceptional spacetime.’’ We illustrate the construction by giving the explicit E6"6#
covariant form: the full D ! 11 supergravity, in a 5$ 6 splitting of coordinates but without truncation,

embeds into an E6"6# covariant 5$ 27 dimensional theory. We argue that this covariant form likewise

comprises type IIB supergravity.
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Little is known about the fundamental formulation of M
theory, whose low-energy limit is given by 11-dimensional
supergravity [1]. One illuminating feature is the existence
of duality symmetries, which relate M theory to the
10-dimensional superstring theories. These symmetries
should be as fundamental for the formulation ofM theory as
diffeomorphism invariance is for Einstein’s theory of general
relativity. Intriguingly, the so-called U-duality symmetries
comprise the exceptional Lie groups En"n#"Z# [2]. In the
low-energy limit, it has been known for a long time that
upon torus compactification D ! 11 supergravity gives rise
to the continuous versionsEn"n#"R# [3]. Since the early 1980s
this has led to the question: what is it about D ! 11 super-
gravity that knows about exceptional symmetries? It is the
purpose of this Letter to give fullyEn"n#-covariant versions of
D ! 11 supergravity by employing and generalizing tech-
niques from ‘‘double field theory’’ (DFT), an approach that
doubles coordinates to make the O"d; d# T-duality group
manifest [4–8]. These formulations show the emergence of
exceptional symmetries in terms of the higher-dimensional
geometry and symmetriesprior to any reduction or truncation.

Attempts to understand these ‘‘hidden’’ symmetries in
terms of the higher-dimensional theory have in fact a long
history, at least going back to the work of de Wit and
Nicolai [9], who performed a Kaluza–Klein-like decom-
position of D ! 11 supergravity to exhibit already in
eleven dimensions the composite local symmetries of the
lower-dimensional coset models. These formulations did
not make the exceptional symmetries manifest, and further
work in Ref. [10] suggested that additional coordinates
need to be introduced in order to realize the exceptional
groups. The idea of such an ‘‘exceptional spacetime’’ has
been implemented for a particular truncation of D ! 11
supergravity in Ref. [11]. (For more ambitious proposals
see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
DFT, a number of papers have succeeded in generalizing

this approach to various U-duality groups; see, e.g.,
Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
particular truncations of D ! 11 supergravity, setting to
zero the off-diagonal components of the metric and of the
3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
coordinates, and freezing the external metric to be flat
Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
the question about the significance of exceptional symme-
tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
Kaluza–Klein-type decomposition of fields [19]. In the fol-
lowing, we apply this strategy to D ! 11 supergravity and
embed it into a form that is fully covariant under the excep-
tional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. We argue that this covariant
form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
the six coordinates into the fundamental 27-dimensional
representation of E6"6#, we cast the bosonic sector of
11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
the E6"6#-covariant form

S !
Z

d5xd27YeL;

L & R̂$ 1

24
g!"D!MMND"MMN

% 1

4
MMNF !"MF N

!" $ e%1Ltop % V"M; e#: (1)
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supergravity [1]. One illuminating feature is the existence
of duality symmetries, which relate M theory to the
10-dimensional superstring theories. These symmetries
should be as fundamental for the formulation ofM theory as
diffeomorphism invariance is for Einstein’s theory of general
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covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
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tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
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tional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. We argue that this covariant
form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
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11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
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, a, where ↵ = 1, 2, 3, ↵0 = 4, 5, 6 and a = 7, 8 is the

index labeling the singlets. The SO(3)d generators in the 8 of SO(8) read:
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and satisfy the relations (4.4). With the general ansatz for Aij , Ai
jkl in terms of singlets

under this SO(3)d (c.f. appendix B), we find aside from the known N = 8 solution only the

following solution:
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where ⌘, ⇠ = ±1. The parameter ⇠ can be disposed of by means of a SU(8) transformation

while the sign ⌘ can be changed by shifting ' ! '+2⇡. We can thus set ⇠ = ⌘ = +1. Notice

that A
8
ijk = 0 which implies that this is actually an N = 4 solution and that the residual

symmetry group is enhanced to SO(4).

4.2 Gauge Groups and E7(7)-Invariants

We have identified two AdS vacua in maximal supergravity by solving the system of quadratic

constraints (2.6) for the embedding tensor. As the next step, we will have to determine the

associated gauge groups, i.e. identify in which gauged maximal supergravity these vacua live.

We can compute the associated gauge group generators via (2.4), (2.3), and (2.1). Much of

the structure of the gauge group can already be inferred from the E7(7)-invariant signature

of the (generalized) Cartan-Killing metric

sign[Tr(XM ·XN )] . (4.8)

The above matrix has 28 vanishing eigenvalues (due to the locality constraint (2.2)) while

the other 28 eigenvalues define the Cartan-Killing metric of the gauge algebra.

4.2.1 The N = 4 vacuum

We first compute the Cartan-Killing metric (4.8) for the N = 4 vacuum (4.7) as a function

of the angular parameter '. This allows the following identification of the corresponding

underlying gauge group:

parameter signature of C.-K. metric gauge group

' = 2⇡ (1+, 15�, 120) [SO(1, 1)⇥ SO(6)]n T
12

0  ' < 2⇡ (7+, 21�) SO(1, 7)

(4.9)
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C Relation to the N = 4 Janus solution

In this appendix we show that the solution discussed in Section 3.3, upon suitable redefini-

tions and an S-duality rotation, coincides with the N = 4 supersymmetric Janus solution of

[56].

Let us define the S2 ⇥ S2 sphere harmonics as

Yp

1 ⌘ 1

r
Yp , Yp

2 ⌘ 1p
1� r2

Zp , (C.1)

such that Yp

1Y
p

1 = 1 = Yp

2Y
p

2 . Then

dYp = r dYp

1 + Yp

1 dr ,

dZp =
p
1� r2 dYp

2 �
rp

1� r2
Yp

2 dr (C.2)

Let us also set

r = sin x . (C.3)

with 0  x  ⇧/2. We shall define on the surface ⌃ parametrized by ⌘, x the complex

coordinate z = ⌘� i x, with Imz = x 2 [0, ⇡2 ]. Upon these redefinitions, the ten-dimensional

IIB metric (3.33) has the form

ds2 = �3 sin2x (1 + 2 cos2x) dYp

1dY
p

1 +�3 (1 + 2 sin2x) cos2x dYp

2dY
p

2

+��1 (dxdx+ d⌘ d⌘) +
1

2
��1 ds2AdS4 , (C.4)

with the warp factor given by

� =
�
(1 + 2 sin2x)(1 + 2 cos2x)

��1/4
, (C.5)

and the AdS4 radius fixed to rAdS = 1 .

Comparing to the notation of [56], in which the metric is written as:

ds2 = f 2
4ds

2
AdS4 + f 2

1 ds
2
S
2
1
+ f 2

2 ds
2
S
2
2
+ 4⇢2 dzdz̄ , (C.6)

we can make the following identifications

f 8
4 =

1

16
��4 =

1

16
(1 + 2 sin2x)(1 + 2 cos2x) ,

f 2
1 = �3 sin2x (1 + 2 cos2x) ,

f 2
2 = �3 (1 + 2 sin2x) cos2x ,

4⇢2 = ��1 . (C.7)
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applications:  Kaluza-Klein spectroscopy
[E. Malek, HS]

IIB sugra

AdS5  x S5 

H. J. KIM, L. J. ROMANS, AND P. van NIEUVPENHUIZEN

45-

32 4

21-

12-

a
h~ 0 p

—( y
—2e )Y'( p)

——ek(k+4)Y( p), k=2, 3, . . .
(2.47)

Iio+ Iiowhile the two complex fields b&'„'+ and bz", in (2.41)
have masses e (k+2) . The field bz'„'+ is the complex
conjugate of b plo —because the four-index antisymmetric
tensor is real.
We now discuss the modes contained in the fields A -,

and B. These fields are purely fluctuations and contain
no background parts. %'e expand them into spherical har-
monics as follows:

5-

C

4 e

a
aPy8

05 k

FIG. 2. Mass spectrum of scalars.

3„„=ga p'„(x)Y '(y ),
A„~=+[a„'(x)Y '(y)+a&'(x)D~ Y' '(y)],

A~p ——+[a "(x)Y["p](y)+a '(x)D[~Yp'](y)],
B=+B '(x) Y '(y) .

We choose the Lorentz-type gauges

DA p ——0, DA~p ——0

(2.48)

(2.49)
branch of (2.34), namely at k =0. We summarize the re-
sults of a11 scalar modes in Fig. 2.
Diagonal equations. The remaining fields, b„„in a„

and P '4 in h(~p) as well as H(z ) in h&, have diagonal
fie1d equations which read

(M a+x6 )«b z
' Y[''p]+—=0 [from (2. 19)],

( x+CI« —2e )(t "Y(~p)——0 [from (E3.1)],
l I) p I) ~ I
[T(+x++y)H(pv)+e H(pv) D(pD Hv)k

(2.41)

(2.42)

+—,'D(„D )HI~]Y ' =0 [from (El. 1)] .
(2.43)

The last equation can be diagonalized for k ) 1 by

which can be implemented by first fixing the transversal
I5part of A in 6A p ——D Ap—DpA to gauge a =0, and

then fixing the D A„part of 6A „=D Az—D&A to set
Il
a& ——0. The on1y gauge transformations which respect
these gauges have y-independent A„(x), which are the
usual gauge parameters for az„= (x). Thus we may use

I)the expansion in (2.48) with a„'=a '=0. Substituting
these expansions into the field equations yields

[(Max+ «)a„z+2iee z "(3 a,„']Y '=0, (2.50)

++«—6e )a Y[ p] +2iea e pr Dr Y

2(D~aq')(D[—Yp])=0, (2.51)

(Max+ «
—4e )a 'Y '+(D"a&'„)(D Y ')=0, (2.52)

H(~„) P(q„)+D(„D,——)( , n. 12eb) j[(k—+1—)(k+3)] .
(E3 +xCly)B 'Y' '=0. (2.53)

(2.44)

The traceless field P(&v) is then transversal on-shell from
(2.30) and satisfies the Einstein equation

I&oWe recall that the spherical harmonies Y~ p~ are not
only eigenfunctions of 6, but also of the operator

[Ein—k(k+4)e ]P(„„) 0, ——
where Ein stands for the Einstein operator

(2.45) ( D )Y[ap] —=cap Dr Y[sp]

Rp,'(g„„+h„',) 4e (g„„+h„' )=0—. (2.46)

This clearly demonstrates that h& is the massless gravi-
ton, as expected.

I[4 ~The real scalars P ' in (2.42) have masses

2R~„'"(P(p ))—8e P(„„) (O +2e——)P(„„).
Here R„',' is the Ricci tensor of five-dimensional space-
time. One should not be confused with Rz ' and the orgi-
nial R„. Recall that R& is the pv component of the full
Ricci tensor in ten dimensions. For k =0, the (El) equa-
tion, together with (2.21) and (2.40) yields

(*D)Y[ ' p] = +2l e( k +2 )Y["p]'' (2.55)

Collecting all terms with a given spherical harmonic,
one gets the d =5 field equations

Since (*D)(*D)=4( y
—6e ), we can divide the Y[ p] into

YI~p~ and Yl~p~, where

(*D)Y['p] =+2i(—«+6e ) Y['p] (2.54)

Since

(—Cl +6 ')Y"—=—b. ", —,= '(k+ )'Y '—

we thus have
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Kaluza-Klein spectroscopy

  AdS5  x S5  :  lowest KK-multiplet            D=5 maximal supergravity 
  non-linear embedding in IIB such that any D=5 solution defines a IIB solution

[Gunaydin,Romans,Warner] 

IIB sugra

D=5 maximal sugra 
gauge group SO(6)
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    background of IIB  

  KK towers of linearized fluctuations  

AdS5 × S5
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The traceless field P(&v) is then transversal on-shell from
(2.30) and satisfies the Einstein equation

I&oWe recall that the spherical harmonies Y~ p~ are not
only eigenfunctions of 6, but also of the operator

[Ein—k(k+4)e ]P(„„) 0, ——
where Ein stands for the Einstein operator

(2.45) ( D )Y[ap] —=cap Dr Y[sp]

Rp,'(g„„+h„',) 4e (g„„+h„' )=0—. (2.46)

This clearly demonstrates that h& is the massless gravi-
ton, as expected.

I[4 ~The real scalars P ' in (2.42) have masses

2R~„'"(P(p ))—8e P(„„) (O +2e——)P(„„).
Here R„',' is the Ricci tensor of five-dimensional space-
time. One should not be confused with Rz ' and the orgi-
nial R„. Recall that R& is the pv component of the full
Ricci tensor in ten dimensions. For k =0, the (El) equa-
tion, together with (2.21) and (2.40) yields

(*D)Y[ ' p] = +2l e( k +2 )Y["p]'' (2.55)

Collecting all terms with a given spherical harmonic,
one gets the d =5 field equations

Since (*D)(*D)=4( y
—6e ), we can divide the Y[ p] into

YI~p~ and Yl~p~, where

(*D)Y['p] =+2i(—«+6e ) Y['p] (2.54)

Since

(—Cl +6 ')Y"—=—b. ", —,= '(k+ )'Y '—

we thus have
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3„„=ga p'„(x)Y '(y ),
A„~=+[a„'(x)Y '(y)+a&'(x)D~ Y' '(y)],

A~p ——+[a "(x)Y["p](y)+a '(x)D[~Yp'](y)],
B=+B '(x) Y '(y) .

We choose the Lorentz-type gauges

DA p ——0, DA~p ——0

(2.48)

(2.49)
branch of (2.34), namely at k =0. We summarize the re-
sults of a11 scalar modes in Fig. 2.
Diagonal equations. The remaining fields, b„„in a„

and P '4 in h(~p) as well as H(z ) in h&, have diagonal
fie1d equations which read

(M a+x6 )«b z
' Y[''p]+—=0 [from (2. 19)],

( x+CI« —2e )(t "Y(~p)——0 [from (E3.1)],
l I) p I) ~ I
[T(+x++y)H(pv)+e H(pv) D(pD Hv)k

(2.41)

(2.42)

+—,'D(„D )HI~]Y ' =0 [from (El. 1)] .
(2.43)

The last equation can be diagonalized for k ) 1 by

which can be implemented by first fixing the transversal
I5part of A in 6A p ——D Ap—DpA to gauge a =0, and

then fixing the D A„part of 6A „=D Az—D&A to set
Il
a& ——0. The on1y gauge transformations which respect
these gauges have y-independent A„(x), which are the
usual gauge parameters for az„= (x). Thus we may use

I)the expansion in (2.48) with a„'=a '=0. Substituting
these expansions into the field equations yields

[(Max+ «)a„z+2iee z "(3 a,„']Y '=0, (2.50)

++«—6e )a Y[ p] +2iea e pr Dr Y

2(D~aq')(D[—Yp])=0, (2.51)

(Max+ «
—4e )a 'Y '+(D"a&'„)(D Y ')=0, (2.52)

H(~„) P(q„)+D(„D,——)( , n. 12eb) j[(k—+1—)(k+3)] .
(E3 +xCly)B 'Y' '=0. (2.53)

(2.44)

The traceless field P(&v) is then transversal on-shell from
(2.30) and satisfies the Einstein equation

I&oWe recall that the spherical harmonies Y~ p~ are not
only eigenfunctions of 6, but also of the operator

[Ein—k(k+4)e ]P(„„) 0, ——
where Ein stands for the Einstein operator

(2.45) ( D )Y[ap] —=cap Dr Y[sp]

Rp,'(g„„+h„',) 4e (g„„+h„' )=0—. (2.46)

This clearly demonstrates that h& is the massless gravi-
ton, as expected.

I[4 ~The real scalars P ' in (2.42) have masses

2R~„'"(P(p ))—8e P(„„) (O +2e——)P(„„).
Here R„',' is the Ricci tensor of five-dimensional space-
time. One should not be confused with Rz ' and the orgi-
nial R„. Recall that R& is the pv component of the full
Ricci tensor in ten dimensions. For k =0, the (El) equa-
tion, together with (2.21) and (2.40) yields

(*D)Y[ ' p] = +2l e( k +2 )Y["p]'' (2.55)

Collecting all terms with a given spherical harmonic,
one gets the d =5 field equations

Since (*D)(*D)=4( y
—6e ), we can divide the Y[ p] into

YI~p~ and Yl~p~, where

(*D)Y['p] =+2i(—«+6e ) Y['p] (2.54)

Since

(—Cl +6 ')Y"—=—b. ", —,= '(k+ )'Y '—

we thus have
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branch of (2.34), namely at k =0. We summarize the re-
sults of a11 scalar modes in Fig. 2.
Diagonal equations. The remaining fields, b„„in a„

and P '4 in h(~p) as well as H(z ) in h&, have diagonal
fie1d equations which read

(M a+x6 )«b z
' Y[''p]+—=0 [from (2. 19)],

( x+CI« —2e )(t "Y(~p)——0 [from (E3.1)],
l I) p I) ~ I
[T(+x++y)H(pv)+e H(pv) D(pD Hv)k

(2.41)

(2.42)

+—,'D(„D )HI~]Y ' =0 [from (El. 1)] .
(2.43)

The last equation can be diagonalized for k ) 1 by

which can be implemented by first fixing the transversal
I5part of A in 6A p ——D Ap—DpA to gauge a =0, and

then fixing the D A„part of 6A „=D Az—D&A to set
Il
a& ——0. The on1y gauge transformations which respect
these gauges have y-independent A„(x), which are the
usual gauge parameters for az„= (x). Thus we may use

I)the expansion in (2.48) with a„'=a '=0. Substituting
these expansions into the field equations yields

[(Max+ «)a„z+2iee z "(3 a,„']Y '=0, (2.50)

++«—6e )a Y[ p] +2iea e pr Dr Y

2(D~aq')(D[—Yp])=0, (2.51)

(Max+ «
—4e )a 'Y '+(D"a&'„)(D Y ')=0, (2.52)

H(~„) P(q„)+D(„D,——)( , n. 12eb) j[(k—+1—)(k+3)] .
(E3 +xCly)B 'Y' '=0. (2.53)

(2.44)

The traceless field P(&v) is then transversal on-shell from
(2.30) and satisfies the Einstein equation

I&oWe recall that the spherical harmonies Y~ p~ are not
only eigenfunctions of 6, but also of the operator

[Ein—k(k+4)e ]P(„„) 0, ——
where Ein stands for the Einstein operator

(2.45) ( D )Y[ap] —=cap Dr Y[sp]

Rp,'(g„„+h„',) 4e (g„„+h„' )=0—. (2.46)

This clearly demonstrates that h& is the massless gravi-
ton, as expected.

I[4 ~The real scalars P ' in (2.42) have masses

2R~„'"(P(p ))—8e P(„„) (O +2e——)P(„„).
Here R„',' is the Ricci tensor of five-dimensional space-
time. One should not be confused with Rz ' and the orgi-
nial R„. Recall that R& is the pv component of the full
Ricci tensor in ten dimensions. For k =0, the (El) equa-
tion, together with (2.21) and (2.40) yields

(*D)Y[ ' p] = +2l e( k +2 )Y["p]'' (2.55)

Collecting all terms with a given spherical harmonic,
one gets the d =5 field equations

Since (*D)(*D)=4( y
—6e ), we can divide the Y[ p] into

YI~p~ and Yl~p~, where

(*D)Y['p] =+2i(—«+6e ) Y['p] (2.54)

Since

(—Cl +6 ')Y"—=—b. ", —,= '(k+ )'Y '—

we thus have
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 traditionally:    expand fluctuations in  sphere harmonicsS5

10D scalar:  

10D internal metric:  gkl(x, y) =
X

n

g[n,0,0](x)Y
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X

n
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X
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g[n,2,2](x)Y
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branch of (2.34), namely at k =0. We summarize the re-
sults of a11 scalar modes in Fig. 2.
Diagonal equations. The remaining fields, b„„in a„

and P '4 in h(~p) as well as H(z ) in h&, have diagonal
fie1d equations which read
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' Y[''p]+—=0 [from (2. 19)],
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The last equation can be diagonalized for k ) 1 by

which can be implemented by first fixing the transversal
I5part of A in 6A p ——D Ap—DpA to gauge a =0, and

then fixing the D A„part of 6A „=D Az—D&A to set
Il
a& ——0. The on1y gauge transformations which respect
these gauges have y-independent A„(x), which are the
usual gauge parameters for az„= (x). Thus we may use

I)the expansion in (2.48) with a„'=a '=0. Substituting
these expansions into the field equations yields

[(Max+ «)a„z+2iee z "(3 a,„']Y '=0, (2.50)
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The traceless field P(&v) is then transversal on-shell from
(2.30) and satisfies the Einstein equation

I&oWe recall that the spherical harmonies Y~ p~ are not
only eigenfunctions of 6, but also of the operator

[Ein—k(k+4)e ]P(„„) 0, ——
where Ein stands for the Einstein operator

(2.45) ( D )Y[ap] —=cap Dr Y[sp]

Rp,'(g„„+h„',) 4e (g„„+h„' )=0—. (2.46)

This clearly demonstrates that h& is the massless gravi-
ton, as expected.

I[4 ~The real scalars P ' in (2.42) have masses

2R~„'"(P(p ))—8e P(„„) (O +2e——)P(„„).
Here R„',' is the Ricci tensor of five-dimensional space-
time. One should not be confused with Rz ' and the orgi-
nial R„. Recall that R& is the pv component of the full
Ricci tensor in ten dimensions. For k =0, the (El) equa-
tion, together with (2.21) and (2.40) yields

(*D)Y[ ' p] = +2l e( k +2 )Y["p]'' (2.55)

Collecting all terms with a given spherical harmonic,
one gets the d =5 field equations

Since (*D)(*D)=4( y
—6e ), we can divide the Y[ p] into

YI~p~ and Yl~p~, where

(*D)Y['p] =+2i(—«+6e ) Y['p] (2.54)

Since
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Spin Field
I1 I1

h pv=Hpv Y

I5 I5ha„=B„Ya
I5 ~ I5

a„ap~=P„empt D(;1',

TABLE III. Complete mass spectrum.

Masses on S'
M =e k(k+4)

( M'=e'(k —1)(k+1)
I M =e (k+3)(k+5)

(k &0)

Irred.
reps.

1,6,20, . . .

15,64, 175,. . .
15,64, 175, . . .

I1 I1
aapyg ——b eapyg'D, Y

k(k 4)
(k+4)(k+ 8)

(k &2)
(k &0)

20, 50, . . .
1,6,20, . . .

ant

14
~(ap) =0 y'(ap)

B=B YI1 I1

10,+ 10,+apvap ~pv Y[ap]

M =e k(k+4)

k(k+4)

M2 e2(k+2)2

(k &2)

(k &0)

(k &1)

84, 300, . . .

1„6„20„.. .

10„45„.. .

ant I1
Ap =ap Y f

M'=e'k'
M =e (k+4)

(k &1)
(k &0)

6c,20c
1„6c).. .

0

I5 I5
A pa =a„Ya

Ilo + 10 +Q ap =a ' Y[ap]

M =e (k+1)(k+3)
' M =e (k —2)(k+2)
I M~=e (k+2)(k+6)

15„64„.. .

10„45„.. .
10„45„.. .

3
2

1

2

IL IL t
M=ek

i M= —e(k+ —", )

t
M=e(k+ —, )

. M= —e(k+ —, )

(k &0)
(k &0)

(k &0)
(k &0)

4, 20, . . .
4g 20+

36*,140*,. . .
36, 140, . . .

1

2
IL IL

0( (=0'D( (:'+&r ')+ tM =e(k+ —, )

-M= —e(k ——, )

(k &0)
(k &1)

4, 20, . . .
20*,. . .

1

2

(M=e(k+ z )

IM= —e(k+ z )

(k &0)
(k &0)

4, 20, . . .
4*,20*,. ~ .

plex sextext of antisymmetric tensors. Their linearized
field equations read

The 48 spinors have the field equations
(g ——,

' e)g '(20*, )=0,
(g„——', e)A, (4*, )=0 .

Thus, also the spinors in different SO(6) multiplets have
different masses.
Among the unitary infinite-dimensional irreducible rep-

resentations of the superalgebra for the d =5,%=8
model, SU(2,2

~
4), there is one irreducible representation

which is even smaller than the massless supermultiplet. '

It is called the doubleton multiplet and contains one com-
plex antisymmetric tensor, six real scalars, and four com-
plex spinors.
These fields we identify as follows: (i) With those six

scalars in the k = 1 sector of H and 6, which would have

been present if we would not have had the extra confor-
mal invariance (or, equivalently, which at once disappears
after algebraically eliminating FE)„)„); (ii) with that k =0
component of az which becamepure gauge on-shell; and
(iii) with the = =g terms in P D( )

= which are also
absent because D~ i" ——0 in this case.
A technical point we solved has to do with the confor-

mal diffeomorphisms which remain after imposing the de
Donder conditions D h~~p) ——D h &

——0. We showed that
these symmetries must in general be used twice to elim-
inate redundant modes: once using the inhomogeneous
equation for the gauge parameter, and once more using
the homogeneous equation. Thus, there is complete agree-
ment between gauge fixing and direct elimination of
nonprogating fields.
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—2e )Y'( p)

——ek(k+4)Y( p), k=2, 3, . . .
(2.47)

Iio+ Iiowhile the two complex fields b&'„'+ and bz", in (2.41)
have masses e (k+2) . The field bz'„'+ is the complex
conjugate of b plo —because the four-index antisymmetric
tensor is real.
We now discuss the modes contained in the fields A -,

and B. These fields are purely fluctuations and contain
no background parts. %'e expand them into spherical har-
monics as follows:

5-

C

4 e

a
aPy8

05 k

FIG. 2. Mass spectrum of scalars.

3„„=ga p'„(x)Y '(y ),
A„~=+[a„'(x)Y '(y)+a&'(x)D~ Y' '(y)],

A~p ——+[a "(x)Y["p](y)+a '(x)D[~Yp'](y)],
B=+B '(x) Y '(y) .

We choose the Lorentz-type gauges

DA p ——0, DA~p ——0

(2.48)

(2.49)
branch of (2.34), namely at k =0. We summarize the re-
sults of a11 scalar modes in Fig. 2.
Diagonal equations. The remaining fields, b„„in a„

and P '4 in h(~p) as well as H(z ) in h&, have diagonal
fie1d equations which read

(M a+x6 )«b z
' Y[''p]+—=0 [from (2. 19)],

( x+CI« —2e )(t "Y(~p)——0 [from (E3.1)],
l I) p I) ~ I
[T(+x++y)H(pv)+e H(pv) D(pD Hv)k

(2.41)

(2.42)

+—,'D(„D )HI~]Y ' =0 [from (El. 1)] .
(2.43)

The last equation can be diagonalized for k ) 1 by

which can be implemented by first fixing the transversal
I5part of A in 6A p ——D Ap—DpA to gauge a =0, and

then fixing the D A„part of 6A „=D Az—D&A to set
Il
a& ——0. The on1y gauge transformations which respect
these gauges have y-independent A„(x), which are the
usual gauge parameters for az„= (x). Thus we may use

I)the expansion in (2.48) with a„'=a '=0. Substituting
these expansions into the field equations yields

[(Max+ «)a„z+2iee z "(3 a,„']Y '=0, (2.50)

++«—6e )a Y[ p] +2iea e pr Dr Y

2(D~aq')(D[—Yp])=0, (2.51)

(Max+ «
—4e )a 'Y '+(D"a&'„)(D Y ')=0, (2.52)

H(~„) P(q„)+D(„D,——)( , n. 12eb) j[(k—+1—)(k+3)] .
(E3 +xCly)B 'Y' '=0. (2.53)

(2.44)

The traceless field P(&v) is then transversal on-shell from
(2.30) and satisfies the Einstein equation

I&oWe recall that the spherical harmonies Y~ p~ are not
only eigenfunctions of 6, but also of the operator

[Ein—k(k+4)e ]P(„„) 0, ——
where Ein stands for the Einstein operator

(2.45) ( D )Y[ap] —=cap Dr Y[sp]

Rp,'(g„„+h„',) 4e (g„„+h„' )=0—. (2.46)

This clearly demonstrates that h& is the massless gravi-
ton, as expected.

I[4 ~The real scalars P ' in (2.42) have masses

2R~„'"(P(p ))—8e P(„„) (O +2e——)P(„„).
Here R„',' is the Ricci tensor of five-dimensional space-
time. One should not be confused with Rz ' and the orgi-
nial R„. Recall that R& is the pv component of the full
Ricci tensor in ten dimensions. For k =0, the (El) equa-
tion, together with (2.21) and (2.40) yields

(*D)Y[ ' p] = +2l e( k +2 )Y["p]'' (2.55)

Collecting all terms with a given spherical harmonic,
one gets the d =5 field equations

Since (*D)(*D)=4( y
—6e ), we can divide the Y[ p] into

YI~p~ and Yl~p~, where

(*D)Y['p] =+2i(—«+6e ) Y['p] (2.54)

Since

(—Cl +6 ')Y"—=—b. ", —,= '(k+ )'Y '—

we thus have
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Spin Field
I1 I1

h pv=Hpv Y

I5 I5ha„=B„Ya
I5 ~ I5

a„ap~=P„empt D(;1',

TABLE III. Complete mass spectrum.

Masses on S'
M =e k(k+4)

( M'=e'(k —1)(k+1)
I M =e (k+3)(k+5)

(k &0)

Irred.
reps.

1,6,20, . . .

15,64, 175,. . .
15,64, 175, . . .

I1 I1
aapyg ——b eapyg'D, Y

k(k 4)
(k+4)(k+ 8)

(k &2)
(k &0)

20, 50, . . .
1,6,20, . . .

ant

14
~(ap) =0 y'(ap)

B=B YI1 I1

10,+ 10,+apvap ~pv Y[ap]

M =e k(k+4)

k(k+4)

M2 e2(k+2)2

(k &2)

(k &0)

(k &1)

84, 300, . . .

1„6„20„.. .

10„45„.. .

ant I1
Ap =ap Y f

M'=e'k'
M =e (k+4)

(k &1)
(k &0)

6c,20c
1„6c).. .

0

I5 I5
A pa =a„Ya

Ilo + 10 +Q ap =a ' Y[ap]

M =e (k+1)(k+3)
' M =e (k —2)(k+2)
I M~=e (k+2)(k+6)

15„64„.. .

10„45„.. .
10„45„.. .

3
2

1

2

IL IL t
M=ek

i M= —e(k+ —", )

t
M=e(k+ —, )

. M= —e(k+ —, )

(k &0)
(k &0)

(k &0)
(k &0)

4, 20, . . .
4g 20+

36*,140*,. . .
36, 140, . . .

1

2
IL IL

0( (=0'D( (:'+&r ')+ tM =e(k+ —, )

-M= —e(k ——, )

(k &0)
(k &1)

4, 20, . . .
20*,. . .

1

2

(M=e(k+ z )

IM= —e(k+ z )

(k &0)
(k &0)

4, 20, . . .
4*,20*,. ~ .

plex sextext of antisymmetric tensors. Their linearized
field equations read

The 48 spinors have the field equations
(g ——,

' e)g '(20*, )=0,
(g„——', e)A, (4*, )=0 .

Thus, also the spinors in different SO(6) multiplets have
different masses.
Among the unitary infinite-dimensional irreducible rep-

resentations of the superalgebra for the d =5,%=8
model, SU(2,2

~
4), there is one irreducible representation

which is even smaller than the massless supermultiplet. '

It is called the doubleton multiplet and contains one com-
plex antisymmetric tensor, six real scalars, and four com-
plex spinors.
These fields we identify as follows: (i) With those six

scalars in the k = 1 sector of H and 6, which would have

been present if we would not have had the extra confor-
mal invariance (or, equivalently, which at once disappears
after algebraically eliminating FE)„)„); (ii) with that k =0
component of az which becamepure gauge on-shell; and
(iii) with the = =g terms in P D( )

= which are also
absent because D~ i" ——0 in this case.
A technical point we solved has to do with the confor-

mal diffeomorphisms which remain after imposing the de
Donder conditions D h~~p) ——D h &

——0. We showed that
these symmetries must in general be used twice to elim-
inate redundant modes: once using the inhomogeneous
equation for the gauge parameter, and once more using
the homogeneous equation. Thus, there is complete agree-
ment between gauge fixing and direct elimination of
nonprogating fields.
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10D scalar:  

10D internal metric:  gkl(x, y) =
X

n

g[n,0,0](x)Y
[n,0,0]
kl +

X

n

g[n,0,0](x)Y
[n,1,1]
kl +

X
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g[n,2,2](x)Y
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Table 2
d = 2 BPS multiplet [n,000](0) under SO(8) ! SO(2)

!

n [n,000](0)
n + 1

2 [n " 1,001](+1) + [n " 1,010]("1)
n + 1 [n " 2,100](+2) + [n " 1,000](0) + [n " 2,011](0) + [n " 2,100]("2)
n + 3

2 [n " 2,010](+3) + [n " 2,001](+1) + [n " 3,110](+1) + [n " 2,010]("1) + [n " 3,101]("1) + [n " 2,001]("3)
n + 2 [n " 2,000](+4) + [n " 3,100](+2) + [n " 3,020](+2) + [n " 2,000](0) + [n " 3,011](0) + [n " 4,200](0)

+[n " 3,100]("2) + [n " 3,002]("2) + [n " 2,000]("4)
n + 5

2 [n " 3,010](+3) + [n " 3,001](+1) + [n " 4,110](+1) + [n " 3,010]("1) + [n " 4,101]("1) + [n " 3,001]("3)
n + 3 [n " 4,100](+2) + [n " 3,000](0) + [n " 4,011](0) + [n " 4,100]("2)
n + 7

2 [n " 4,001](+1) + [n " 4,010]("1)
n + 4 [n " 4,000](0)

Table 3
d = 4 BPS multiplet [n,00](00) under SO(6) ! SO(4)

!

n [n,00](00)
n + 1

2 [n " 1,10](0 12 ) + [n " 1,01]( 12 0)
n + 1 [n " 2,02](00) + [n " 2,20](00) + [n " 1,00](01) + [n " 1,00](10) + [n " 2,11]( 12 12 )

n + 3
2 [n " 2,10](0 12 ) + [n " 3,12](0 12 ) + [n " 2,01]( 12 0) + [n " 3,21]( 12 0) + [n " 2,01]( 12 1) + [n " 2,10](1 12 )

n + 2 2[n " 2,00](00) + [n " 4,22](00) + [n " 3,02](01) + [n " 3,20](10) + 2[n " 3,11]( 12 12 ) + [n " 2,00](11)
n + 5

2 [n " 3,10](0 12 ) + [n " 4,12](0 12 ) + [n " 3,01]( 12 0) + [n " 4,21]( 12 0) + [n " 3,01]( 12 1) + [n " 3,10](1 12 )

n + 3 [n " 4,02](00) + [n " 4,20](00) + [n " 3,00](01) + [n " 3,00](10) + [n " 4,11]( 12 12 )

n + 7
2 [n " 4,10](0 12 ) + [n " 4,01]( 12 0)

n + 4 [n " 4,00](00)

Table 4
d = 6 BPS multiplet [n,n](000) under SO(4) ! SO(6)

!

n [n,n](000)
n + 1

2 [n,n " 1](001) + [n " 1, n](010)
n + 1 [n,n " 2](100) + [n " 2, n](100) + [n " 1, n " 1](011) + [n " 1, n " 1](000)
n + 3

2 [n " 2, n " 1](101) + [n " 1, n " 2](110) + [n " 1, n " 2](001) + [n " 2, n " 1](010)
+[n,n " 3](010) + [n " 3, n](001)

n + 2 [n " 2, n " 2](000) + [n " 2, n " 2](200) + [n " 2, n " 2](011) + [n " 3, n " 1](002)
+[n " 3, n " 1](100) + [n " 1, n " 3](020) + [n " 1, n " 3](100) + [n,n " 4](000) + [n " 4, n](000)

n + 5
2 [n " 3, n " 2](101) + [n " 2, n " 3](110) + [n " 2, n " 3](001) + [n " 3, n " 2](010)

+[n " 1, n " 4](010) + [n " 4, n " 1](001)
n + 3 [n " 2, n " 4](100) + [n " 4, n " 2](100) + [n " 3, n " 3](000) + [n " 3, n " 3](011)
n + 7

2 [n " 3, n " 4](001) + [n " 4, n " 3](010)
n + 4 [n " 4, n " 4](000)

  -BPS  1/2 ℬ[n,0,0](0,0)

 combine into -BPS multiplets1/2  ℬ[2,0,0](0,0)  ℬ[4,0,0](0,0) ℬ[3,0,0](0,0) ⊕  ⊕  ⊕ …
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  lowest KK-multiplet  in ExFT variables

  extend to higher Kaluza-Klein modes with the tower of scalar harmonics Σ
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  simple and compact (re-)derivation of the supergravity spectrum on  

  direct identification of BPS multiplet components within IIB supergravity

S5

[Malek, HS]
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 allows to switch on non-vanishing background for the D=5 supergravity scalars !
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 allows to switch on non-vanishing background for the D=5 supergravity scalars !

D=5 scalar potential

, , round 𝒩 = 8 SO(6) S5

, , deformed 𝒩 = 2 U(2) S5
Freedman-Gubser-Pilch-Warner flow

[Malek, HS]
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Freedman-Gubser-Pilch-Warner flow

[Malek, HS]

  the above ansatz allows to compute the full KK spectrum around the  point𝒩 = 2
 so far only known for the 128 dof’s from the supergravity multiplet  [FGPW ’99] 

IIB analysis would require harmonic analysis on a non-symmetric space &     
    effect of non-vanishing p-form fluxes, possible in the spin-2 sector  [Bachas, Estes]
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[Malek, HS]

  the above ansatz allows to compute the full KK spectrum around the  point𝒩 = 2

 plug into the ExFT action and linearize in fluctuations
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Eleven-dimensional supergravity reveals large exceptional symmetries upon reduction, in accordance

with the U-duality groups of M theory, but their higher-dimensional geometric origin has remained a

mystery. In this Letter, we show that D ! 11 supergravity can be extended to be fully covariant under the

exceptional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. Motivated by a similar formulation of double field theory we

introduce an extended ‘‘exceptional spacetime.’’ We illustrate the construction by giving the explicit E6"6#
covariant form: the full D ! 11 supergravity, in a 5$ 6 splitting of coordinates but without truncation,

embeds into an E6"6# covariant 5$ 27 dimensional theory. We argue that this covariant form likewise

comprises type IIB supergravity.
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Little is known about the fundamental formulation of M
theory, whose low-energy limit is given by 11-dimensional
supergravity [1]. One illuminating feature is the existence
of duality symmetries, which relate M theory to the
10-dimensional superstring theories. These symmetries
should be as fundamental for the formulation ofM theory as
diffeomorphism invariance is for Einstein’s theory of general
relativity. Intriguingly, the so-called U-duality symmetries
comprise the exceptional Lie groups En"n#"Z# [2]. In the
low-energy limit, it has been known for a long time that
upon torus compactification D ! 11 supergravity gives rise
to the continuous versionsEn"n#"R# [3]. Since the early 1980s
this has led to the question: what is it about D ! 11 super-
gravity that knows about exceptional symmetries? It is the
purpose of this Letter to give fullyEn"n#-covariant versions of
D ! 11 supergravity by employing and generalizing tech-
niques from ‘‘double field theory’’ (DFT), an approach that
doubles coordinates to make the O"d; d# T-duality group
manifest [4–8]. These formulations show the emergence of
exceptional symmetries in terms of the higher-dimensional
geometry and symmetriesprior to any reduction or truncation.

Attempts to understand these ‘‘hidden’’ symmetries in
terms of the higher-dimensional theory have in fact a long
history, at least going back to the work of de Wit and
Nicolai [9], who performed a Kaluza–Klein-like decom-
position of D ! 11 supergravity to exhibit already in
eleven dimensions the composite local symmetries of the
lower-dimensional coset models. These formulations did
not make the exceptional symmetries manifest, and further
work in Ref. [10] suggested that additional coordinates
need to be introduced in order to realize the exceptional
groups. The idea of such an ‘‘exceptional spacetime’’ has
been implemented for a particular truncation of D ! 11
supergravity in Ref. [11]. (For more ambitious proposals
see Refs. [12–14].) More recently, after the emergence of
DFT, a number of papers have succeeded in generalizing

this approach to various U-duality groups; see, e.g.,
Refs. [15,16]. All these results, however, are restricted to
particular truncations of D ! 11 supergravity, setting to
zero the off-diagonal components of the metric and of the
3-form, assuming that all fields depend only on ‘‘internal’’
coordinates, and freezing the external metric to be flat
Minkowski up to a possible warp factor. This leaves open
the question about the significance of exceptional symme-
tries for the full theory. The first example of a U-duality
covariant formulation of a complete gravity theory was
obtained in Ref. [17] for the ‘‘toy model’’ of four-
dimensional Einstein gravity. By proper Kaluza–Klein-type
decomposition of fields and extension of the coordinates, the
full theory takes a form that is manifestly covariant under the
SL"2;R# Ehlers symmetry discovered in dimensional reduc-
tion more than 50 years ago [18]. The resulting theory
closely resembles DFT when performing the analogous
Kaluza–Klein-type decomposition of fields [19]. In the fol-
lowing, we apply this strategy to D ! 11 supergravity and
embed it into a form that is fully covariant under the excep-
tional groups En"n#, n ! 6, 7, 8. We argue that this covariant
form likewise encodes the type IIB theory [20].
For definiteness, we present in detail the case of E6"6#

and comment on the other cases below. Performing a 5$ 6
decomposition of the D ! 11 coordinates and embedding
the six coordinates into the fundamental 27-dimensional
representation of E6"6#, we cast the bosonic sector of
11-dimensional supergravity, without any truncation, into
the E6"6#-covariant form
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[Malek, HS]

  the above ansatz allows to compute the full KK spectrum around the  point𝒩 = 2

  e.g. at level    in multiplets    of  Σ = [3,0,0] D(E0, j1, j2; r) SU(2) × SU(2,2 |1)
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<latexit sha1_base64="UOjrfELStUTQibvTuU44XEsEFZ0=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyxChVJm2vrCTaEuXFa0D+iUkkkzbWjmQZIRyjDf4cZfcSMigoJr/8bMtJu2Hggczjnh3nPtgFEhDeNXy6ysrq1vZDdzW9s7u3v6/kFL+CHHpIl95vOOjQRh1CNNSSUjnYAT5NqMtO1xPfHbT4QL6nuPchKQnouGHnUoRlJJff3ith9Z3IUPcQFa0uEIR9dxVI2LRhEaNzOpUoZnKuYiObLtqB7Hub6eN0pGCrhMzBnJ146cFI2+/mkNfBy6xJOYISG6phHIXoS4pJiROGeFggQIj9GQRGmrGJ4qaQAdn6vnSZiqcznkCjFxbZVMNhOLXiL+53VD6Vz1IuoFoSQeng5yQgalD5MTwQHlBEs2UQRhTtWGEI+QuoNUh0yqm4tFl0mrXDIrpfN7M1+rgimy4BicgAIwwSWogTvQAE2AwQt4A1/gW3vWXrV37WMazWizP4dgDtrPH2G3ny0=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="9QYRZdQjYOWDBMg1xUtxG9ssXCg=">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</latexit>X

⌃

Bµ⌫ K,⌃(x)Y⌃

<latexit sha1_base64="ryN+vYuG2O9LIDrlOu5vQ295xXk=">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</latexit>

[Malek, HS]

  the above ansatz allows to compute the full KK spectrum around the  point𝒩 = 2

  e.g. at level    in multiplets    of  Σ = [3,0,0] D(E0, j1, j2; r) SU(2) × SU(2,2 |1)
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<latexit sha1_base64="3QwZtMgugFvmDBvLX2/qSJhlcnU=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="UOjrfELStUTQibvTuU44XEsEFZ0=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyxChVJm2vrCTaEuXFa0D+iUkkkzbWjmQZIRyjDf4cZfcSMigoJr/8bMtJu2Hggczjnh3nPtgFEhDeNXy6ysrq1vZDdzW9s7u3v6/kFL+CHHpIl95vOOjQRh1CNNSSUjnYAT5NqMtO1xPfHbT4QL6nuPchKQnouGHnUoRlJJff3ith9Z3IUPcQFa0uEIR9dxVI2LRhEaNzOpUoZnKuYiObLtqB7Hub6eN0pGCrhMzBnJ146cFI2+/mkNfBy6xJOYISG6phHIXoS4pJiROGeFggQIj9GQRGmrGJ4qaQAdn6vnSZiqcznkCjFxbZVMNhOLXiL+53VD6Vz1IuoFoSQeng5yQgalD5MTwQHlBEs2UQRhTtWGEI+QuoNUh0yqm4tFl0mrXDIrpfN7M1+rgimy4BicgAIwwSWogTvQAE2AwQt4A1/gW3vWXrV37WMazWizP4dgDtrPH2G3ny0=</latexit>
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 in terms of semi-short and long multiplets
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Bµ� M (x, Y ) = ��2(Y ) UM
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K,⌃(x)Y⌃

<latexit sha1_base64="9QYRZdQjYOWDBMg1xUtxG9ssXCg=">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</latexit>X

⌃

Bµ⌫ K,⌃(x)Y⌃

<latexit sha1_base64="ryN+vYuG2O9LIDrlOu5vQ295xXk=">AAACPHicbVA5SwNBGJ31Nl5RS5vBICiEsOMZO9FGsFE0HmTWZXYyiYMzu8scYlj2r9nY+BfsbURsFKydJNt4PPjg8d77+I4oFVwb33/2hoZHRsfGJyZLU9Mzs3Pl+YVznVhFWYMmIlGXEdFM8Jg1DDeCXaaKERkJdhHdHvT8izumNE/iM9NNWSBJJ+ZtTolxUlgOsLYyxKe8IwncDzMsLY4trh5VB1q+er+GqxnuT2qqThRkfs33fYRQtUfQzrbvyO5ufR3Vc5cjAl7l10VzWK700w7wL0EFqYACx2H5CbcSaiWLDRVE6ybyUxNkRBlOBctL2GqWEnpLOizrr5TDFSe1YDtRrmID++qPHJFad2XkkpKYG/3b64n/eU1r2vUg43FqDYvpYFDbCmgS2PskbHHFqBFdRwhV3G0I6Q1RhBr375I7Hf0+9C85X6+hjdrWyWZlr148YQIsgWWwChDYAXvgEByDBqDgEbyCD/DpPXgv3pv3PogOeUXPIvgB7+sbXkCqMw==</latexit>

[Malek, HS]

  the above ansatz allows to compute the full KK spectrum around the  point𝒩 = 2

  e.g. at level    in multiplets    of  Σ = [3,0,0] D(E0, j1, j2; r) SU(2) × SU(2,2 |1)
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 in terms of semi-short and long multiplets
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Kaluza-Klein spectroscopy in ExFT [Malek, HS]

  ExFT offers access to the full KK spectrum around any AdS vacuum  
     located within maximal D=5 supergravity

  the same applies to vacua in all other maximal supergravities

  to be generalized to vacua in half-maximal (quarter-maximal) supergravities …

  some other interesting candidates:

  vacuum in  maximal  supergravity 
[Warner][Nicolai,Warner][Klebanov, Klose, Murugan][Klebanov, Pufu, Rocha]
𝒩 = 2 D = 4 SO(8)

 Stable (?)  vacuum in  maximal  supergravity 
[Fischbacher, Pilch, Warner][Godazgar, Godazgar, Krüger, Nicolai, Pilch]

𝒩 = 0 D = 4 SO(8)

 Recent numerical scan of vacua in  maximal  supergravity 
[Comsa, Firsching, Fischbacher]

D = 4 SO(8)

  vacuum in  maximal  supergravity,  Romans’ mIIA on  
[Guarino, Jafferis, Varela]
𝒩 = 3 D = 4 ISO(7) S6

holography with Chern-Simons matter theories

non-supersymmetric stable AdS vacua ?

  ... 
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other developments  —  conclusions



other examples of consistent truncations
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consistent truncations with less supersymmetry via DFT

S3 reduction of the bosonic string 

more general: Pauli reduction of the bosonic string on group manifold G 

example G = SO*(4), type II uplift of D=4 Minkowski vacua 

AdS3 x S3 reductions from 6D supergravity, N=(1,1) and N=(2,0) w tensor-multiplets 

[Baguet, Malek, Pope, HS, Sarioglu]



other examples of consistent truncations
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consistent truncations with less supersymmetry in ExFT (in type II sugra)

embedding of half-maximal supergravity into ExFT

[Malek]

half-maximal supersymmetric AdS vacua induce consistent truncations around

construction and classification of supersymmetric AdS vacua

[Malek, HS, Vall Camell]

consistent truncations with less supersymmetry via DFT

S3 reduction of the bosonic string 

more general: Pauli reduction of the bosonic string on group manifold G 

example G = SO*(4), type II uplift of D=4 Minkowski vacua 

AdS3 x S3 reductions from 6D supergravity, N=(1,1) and N=(2,0) w tensor-multiplets 

[Baguet, Malek, Pope, HS, Sarioglu]



other applications / developments
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embedding of massive IIA theory 
by deformations of ExFT 
by Scherk-Schwarz reduction violating the section constraints 
[Ciceri, Guarino, Inverso] [Cassani, de Felice, Petrini, Strickland-Constable, Waldram]

embedding of ‘generalized IIB’ theory 
background from -deformed AdS5 x S5 sigma model 
T-dual of IIA with non-isometric dilaton

η

[Baguet, Magro, HS] [Sakatani , Uehara, Yoshida]

Henning Samtleben                                                                                                   ENS de Lyon

[Bossard, Cederwall, Ciceri, Inverso, Kleinschmidt, Palmkvist, HS]

ExFT for infinite dimensional Kac-Moody algebras 
affine E9(9):  infinite-dimensional highest-weight representations

fermions & superspace 
  super-diffeomorphisms in  E7(7) : (4 + 56 |32)

[Butter, HS, Sezgin] [Howe, Lindström 1981]

  Gianluca’s talk  

[Bossard, Kleinschmidt, Sezgin][West]towards E11  ExFT



other applications / developments
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[Cederwall, Palmkvist][Hohm, Kupriyanov, Lüst, Traube] 
[Cagnacci, Codina, Marques][Arvanitakis][Hohm, Zwiebach]

underlying mathematical structures 
-algebras, Borchers superalgebras, tensor hierarchy algebrasL∞

unifying framework for brane solutions 
organisation of exotic branes

[Berman, Rudolph, Bakhmatov, Kleinschmidt, Musaev, Otsuki,    
  Fernandez-Melgarejo, Kimura, Sakatani]

orbifolds and orientifolds in ExFT 
unified approach in terms of generalized orbifolds (O-folds) [Blair, Malek, Thompson]

[Arvanitakis, Blair]
exceptional string sigma model 

string sigma model with ExFT background fields

[Bossard, Kleinschmidt]
ExFT loop calculations 

duality covariant graviton amplitudes

Henning Samtleben                                                                                                   ENS de Lyon

  Chris’ talk  

  Olaf’s talk  



conclusions

exceptional field theory
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powerful tools for
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manifestly duality covariant formulation of maximal supergravity 

unique theory with generalized diffeomorphism invariance 

upon an explicit solution of the section constraints  
   the theory reproduces full D=11 supergravity and full D=10 IIB supergravity

consistent truncations 
construction of vacua 
Kaluza-Klein spectroscopy



conclusions

exceptional field theory

A B

powerful tools for
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manifestly duality covariant formulation of maximal supergravity 

unique theory with generalized diffeomorphism invariance 

upon an explicit solution of the section constraints  
   the theory reproduces full D=11 supergravity and full D=10 IIB supergravity

higher order corrections 
decrease number of external dimensions         unifying picture 
weaken / relax section constraints

challenges

   new variables for supergravity 
          —  or hints towards a more fundamental structure ..?

[Bossard, Kleinschmidt, Sezgin]

  Diego’s talk  

consistent truncations 
construction of vacua 
Kaluza-Klein spectroscopy


